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1. GOVERNANCE
1.1. CRIMINALISATION IN POLITICS
Context:


A February 2020 Supreme Court judgment mandates political parties and its
leadership to cite reasons for selection of electoral candidates with criminal
antecedents against them.

Criminalization of politics
 Criminalization of politics means the
participation of criminals in politics.
 In 2004, 24% of the Members of Parliament
had criminal cases pending against them; in
2009, that went up to 30%; in 2014 to 34%;
and in 2019 as many as 43% of MPs had
criminal cases pending against them

SC Judgement
 In the year 2013, in the case of Lily Thomas
vs. Union of India, the Supreme Court passed
a landmark judgement stating that any sitting
MP and MLA will lose their seat if convicted
of a crime and punishment with minimum
2 years of imprisonment.
 In 2015, in the case of Supreme Court
Advocates Association and another vs.
Union of India, the Supreme Court directed
the centre to set up special fast-track courts to
deal with the pending cases against the sitting
politicians.
 These special courts act as time-bound and
exclusive judicial mechanism to expedite the
trials involving politicians.
 The Supreme Court in 2020 in the case of Rambabu Singh Thakur v. Sunil
Arora and Ors. ordered the political parties to publish their candidate’s
previous detailed criminal records before elections.
 This publication should be on social media sites, party’s of icial website, one
national newspaper and one local newspaper. The order also speci ically
asked the parties detailed reasons within 48 hours of the selection of
candidates which should be published by the parties as to what made them
select the candidates having criminal records over other candidates.

1.2. KRISHNA WATER DISPUTE
Context:


Telangana and Andhra Pradesh submitted in the Supreme Court that there is no
information forthcoming from Karnataka for the past 14 years about how much
Krishna river water it has diverted.
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Background
 The dispute began with the erstwhile Hyderabad and Mysore states, and
later continuing between successors Maharashtra, Karnataka and Andhra
Pradesh.
 In 1969, the Krishna Water Disputes Tribunal (KWDT) was set up under the
Inter-State River Water Dispute Act, 1956, and presented its report in 1973.
 The report, which was published in 1976, divided the 2060 TMC (thousand
million cubic feet) of Krishna water at 75 per cent dependability into three
parts:
 560 TMC for Maharashtra.
 700 TMC for Karnataka.
 800 TMC for Andhra Pradesh.
 At the same time, it was stipulated that the KWDT order may be reviewed or
revised by a competent authority or tribunal any time after May 31, 2000.
 Afterward, as new grievances arose between the states, the second KWDT
was instituted in 2004.
 It delivered its report in 2010, which made allocations of the Krishna water
at 65 per cent dependability and for surplus lows as follows: 81 TMC for
Maharashtra, 177 TMC for Karnataka, and 190 TMC for Andhra Pradesh.

Inter-State River Water Disputes:
 Article 262 of the Constitution provides for the adjudication of inter-state
water disputes.
 Under this, Parliament may by law provide for the adjudication of any
dispute or complaint with respect to the use, distribution and control of
waters of any inter-state river and river valley.
 The Parliament has enacted the two laws, the River Boards Act
(1956) and the Inter-State Water Disputes Act (1956).
 The River Boards Act provides for the establishment of river boards by
the Central government for the regulation and development of Inter-state
River and river valleys.
 A River Board is established on the request of state governments
concerned to advise them.
 The Inter-State Water Disputes Act empowers the Central government
to set up an ad hoc tribunal for the adjudication of a dispute between two
or more states in relation to the waters of an inter-state river or river
valley.
 The decision of the tribunal is inal and binding on the parties to the
dispute.
 Neither the Supreme Court nor any other court is to have jurisdiction
in respect of any water dispute which may be referred to such a tribunal
under this Act.
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1.3. INFANT MORTALITY RATE
Context:


Tamilnadu has reduced the Infant Mortality Rate (IMR) from 19 in 2015 to 15 in
2018, there has been no further improvement in 2019, according to a Sample
Registration System report released by the Union government in October.

Findings
 The report showed that among the southern States, Tamil Nadu stood
second after Kerala, which has an IMR of six.
 Meanwhile, Tamil Nadu has brought down the rural IMR from 18 in 2018 to
17 in 2019

Reason for improvement:
 There has been an improvement after
the establishment of Neonatal
Intensive Care Units (NICU).
 The
introduction
of
neonatal
ambulances, too, have help bring down
the IMR, he said, adding the State has
also
recently
started
giving
pneumococcal conjugate vaccine for
children aged below ive years.

Home Child Care’ programme
 The State has also introduced a ‘Home
Child Care’ programme this year to
follow up children in community.
 Under the programme, Asha workers,
village health nurses and anganwadi workers visit homes of high risk
children aged three, ive, six, nine and 12 months and teach their
mothers breast-feeding, and educate them on immunisation.
 Low birth-weight babies, pre-term babies, those who underwent surgeries,
those who had problems at birth and others are considered high-risk
children. The programme aims to identify problems early, teach correct
child-rearing practices, and monitor growth and development.

1.4. NCRB REPORT
Context:


Compared to 2019, suicides among the business community in 2020 increased
29 per cent. Suicides among tradespeople, meanwhile, increased from 2,906 in
2019 to 4,356 in 2020 — a 49.9 per cent jump.

Report Findings
 In 2020, a year of pandemic-induced economic distress, suicides among
“tradesmen” increased by 50 per cent — the highest across categories —
compared to 2019, even as the broader business community recorded more
such deaths than farmers.
 According to the latest data from the National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB),
as many as 11,716 businessmen died by suicide in 2020 compared to
10,677 farmers in the same year.
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 Of these over 11,000 deaths, 4,356 were that of “tradesmen” and 4,226
were of “vendors”, with the rest being accounted for in the category of
“other businesses”.
 These are the three groups that the NCRB categorises the business
community into while recording suicides.
 Compared to 2019, suicides among the business community in 2020
increased 29 per cent. Suicides among tradespeople, meanwhile, increased
from 2,906 in 2019 to 4,356 in 2020 — a 49.9 per cent jump.
 The overall suicide igure in the country, meanwhile, has increased by 10 per
cent to 1,53,052, the highest ever.
 Traditionally, the business community has always seen fewer such
deaths when compared to farmers. During the pandemic, and the resultant
lockdowns, small businesses and traders suﬀered heavily, with many being
forced to down shutters or default on loans.

1.5. HARYANA LAW ON LOCAL HIRING
Context:


The Haryana government’s law to reserve 75% jobs for locals, noti ied, could
trigger an exodus of large domestic and multinational investors across sectors
such as auto, IT that rely on highly skilled manpower, Indian industry has
warned.

75% Reservation
 The law that kicks in from January 15, 2022, requires irms with 10 or
more employees to reserve 75% of all jobs oﬀering a salary of less than
₹30,000 a month for eligible candidates of State domicile.
 The salary ceiling was earlier proposed to be ₹50,000 for the law.

Impact of local hiring
 The move to regulate hiring of those earning less than ₹30,000 a month, is
aimed at disallowing the in lux of talent from other parts of the country
even in sectors like IT and IT-enabled services (ITes), which the State
does not have enough captive supply of, pointed out Amitava Ghosh, cofounder & principal partner at SSA Compliance Services LLP.
 PHD Chamber of Commerce and Industry president Pradeep Multani said
Indian industry needs the most ef icient work force to stay competitive
in a globalised word.
 The 75% reservation will result in moving out of tech and automotive
companies, especially MNCs as these are highly skilled manpower-based
companies
 Raising the son of the soil issue and preventing free movement of
manpower resources in the State from other regions is sure to have a
tremendously adverse effect on the existing industries in the State.
 This may force those tech giants and other industries to shift their base from
Haryana to other States and drain out the State’s monetary resources to that
extent
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1.6. AADHAAR VERIFICATION DONE OFFLINE
Context:


Now people can get their Aadhaar veri ication done of line by sharing a
digitally-signed document generated by the Unique Identity Authority of India
which will contain only the last 4 digits of the Aadhaar number assigned to
the holder, according to new rules published by the government

Aadhaar (Authentication and Oﬄine Veriﬁcation) Regulations 2021
 The Aadhaar (Authentication and Of line Veri ication) Regulations 2021
noti ied on November 8 and published on the of icial website have laid down
a detailed process to enable of line veri ication of the Aadhaar for e-Know
Your Customer process.
 The UIDAI has added QR Code Veri ication, Aadhaar Paperless of line eKYC veri ication, e-Aadhaar veri ication, of line paper based
veri ication and any other type of of line veri ication introduced by the
authority from time to time apart from existing mechanisms on online
veri ication.
 The rule givesAadhaar holder choice to share as a digitally signed
document,Aadhaar Paperless Oﬀline e-KYC, generated by the UIDAI
containing last 4 digits of Aadhaar number, demographic data like name,
address, gender, and date of birth, and photograph of the Aadhaar number
holder etc with authorised agency for e-KYC.
 The Aadhaar number and demographic information of the Aadhaar
number holder obtained from the holder is matched with the demographic
information in the central database.
 The other mode of veri ications like one-time pin and biometric based
authentication will also continue along with of line options.
 Agencies authorised to verify Aadhaar data may choose any suitable mode of
authentication and even opt for multiple factor authentication for enhancing
security.
 The new rules allow Aadhaar number
holders to revoke consent given to any
veri ication agency for storing his e-KYC
data at any time.

1.7. PRIVILEGE MOTION
Context:


Congress chief whip in the Rajya Sabha Jairam
Ramesh moved a privilege motion against
Culture Minister G. Kishan Reddy over the
appointment of former MP Tarun Vijay as the
chairperson of the National Monuments
Authority, a post for which, Mr. Ramesh said,
Mr. Vijay was not quali ied.

Parliamentary privileges
 Parliamentary privileges are certain
rights and immunities enjoyed by
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members of Parliament, individually and collectively, so that they can
“eﬀectively discharge their functions”.
 When any of these rights and immunities are disregarded, the oﬀence is
called a breach of privilege and is punishable under law of Parliament.
 A notice is moved in the form of a motion by any member of either House
against those being held guilty of breach of privilege.
 Each House also claims the right to punish as contempt actions which, while
not breach of any speci ic privilege, are oﬀences against its authority and
dignity.

Are these parliamentary privileges deﬁned under law?
 According to the Constitution, the powers, privileges and immunities of
Parliament and MP's are to be de ined by Parliament.
 No law has so far been enacted in this respect. In the absence of any such
law, it continues to be governed by British Parliamentary conventions.
 Rule No 222 in Chapter 20 of the Lok Sabha Rule Book and
correspondingly Rule 187 in Chapter 16 of the Rajya Sabha
rulebookgoverns privilege.
 It says that a member may, with the consent of the Speaker or the
Chairperson, raise a question involving a breach of privilege either of a
member or of the House or of a committee thereof

Breach of privilege
 A breach of privilege is a violation of any of the privileges of
MPs/Parliament. Among other things, any action 'casting re lections' on
MPs, parliament or its committees; could be considered breach of privilege.
 This may include publishing of news items, editorials or statements made in
newspaper/magazine/TV interviews or in public speeches.

1.8 CBI, ED CHIEFS CAN NOW HAVE FIVE
-YEAR TERMS
Context:


President Ram Nath Kovind promulgated two ordinances that would allow the
Union Government to extend the tenures of the directors of the Central Bureau
of Investigation (CBI) and the Enforcement Directorate (ED) from two years to
up to ive years.

Ordinance
 The chiefs of the Central agencies currently have a ixed two -year tenure, but
can now be given three annual extensions.
 While the change in tenure of the post of CBI Director was eﬀ ected by
amending the Delhi Special Police Establishment Act, 1946, the Central
Vigilance Commission Act, 2003 was amended with respect to the ED
Director’s post.

Central Bureau of Investigation
 Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) is the premier investigating police
agency in India.
 It functions under the superintendence of the Deptt. of Personnel,
Ministry of Personnel, Pension & Public Grievances, and Government of
India - which falls under the prime minister’s of ice.
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 However for investigations of oﬀences under the Prevention of Corruption
Act, its superintendence vests with the Central Vigilance Commission.
 It is also the nodal police agency in India which coordinates investigation
on behalf of Interpol Member countries.
 Its conviction rate is as high as 65 to 70% and it is comparable to the best
investigation agencies in the world.
 CBI derives power to investigate from the Delhi Special Police
Establishment Act, 1946.
 In 1963, the CBI was established by the Government of India with a view to
investigate serious crimes related to defence of India, corruption in high
places, serious fraud, cheating and embezzlement and social crime,
particularly of hoarding, black-marketing and pro iteering in essential
commodities, having all-India and inter-state rami ications.
 Till 2014, the CBI Director was appointed on the basis of the DSPE Act,
1946.
 In 2003, DSPE Act was revised on Supreme Court’s recommendation in the
Vineet Narain case. A committee that had members from Central Vigilance
Commission, Secretaries from Home Ministry, Ministry of Personnel and
Public Grievances would send recommendations to Central Government for
the appointment of CBI Director.
 In 2014, the Lokpal Act provided a committee for appointment of CBI
Director:
 Headed by Prime Minister
 Other members - Leader of Opposition/ Leader of the single largest
opposition party, Chief Justice of India/ a Supreme Court Judge.
 Home Ministry sends a list of eligible candidates to DoPT. Then, the DoPT
prepares the inal list on basis of seniority, integrity, and experience in the
investigation of anti-corruption cases, and sends it to the committee.
 Director of CBI has been provided security of two year tenure, by the CVC
Act, 2003.

Enforcement Directorate (ED):
 It is a law enforcement agency and economic intelligence agency
responsible for enforcing economic laws and ighting economic crime in
India.
 One of the main functions of ED is to Investigate oﬀences of money
laundering under the provisions of Prevention of Money Laundering Act,
2002(PMLA).

1.9 ALL INDIA PRESIDING OFFICER CONFERENCE
Context:


PM Narendra Modi inaugurated the 82nd All India Presiding Of icers Conference
in Shimla.

Background
 The 82nd All India Presiding Of icers Conference (AIPOC) is being held to
commemorate the centennial year of the conference, which started in Shimla
in the year 1921.
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 The irst All India Presiding Of icers' Conference was held in Shimla hundred
years ago in 1921.
 A total of six such conferences in Shimla has been held so far, out of which
four were held pre-independence in 1921, 1926, 1933, 1939, and two took
place in the post-independence era in 1996 and 1997.

Speaker of the Lok Sabha
 The Speaker of the Lok Sabha is the presiding oﬀicer and the highest
authority of the Lok Sabha (House of the People), the lower house of the
Parliament of India.
 The speaker is elected generally in the irst meeting of the Lok Sabha
following general elections. Serving for a term of ive years, the speaker
chosen from sitting members of the Lok Sabha (House of the People), and is
by convention a member of the ruling party or alliance
 The of ice of the Speaker is a Constitutional Of ice. The Speaker is guided by
the constitutional provisions and the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of
Business in Lok Sabha.
 The Speaker is placed very high in the Warrant of Precedence in the
country i.e. at rank 6.
 Adequate Powers are vested in the of ice of the Speaker to help her/him in
the smooth conduct of parliamentary proceedings
 The constitution provides that the Speaker’s salary and allowances are not
to be voted by the Parliament and are to be charged on the Consolidated
Fund of India.
 The Speaker is assisted by the Secretary-General of the Lok Sabha and
senior of icers of the Secretariat on parliamentary activities, practice and
procedure.
 In the absence of the Speaker, the Deputy Speaker discharges the
functions. A member from the Panel of Chairmen presides over the House in
the absence of both the Speaker and the Deputy Speaker.
 When the Lok Sabha is dissolved, the Speaker remains in his of ice till the
irst meeting of the new assembly when the new speaker is elected.

1.10. INDORE KEEPS CLEANEST CITY TAG FOR FIFTH YEAR
Context:


Indore was on Saturday ranked the cleanest city for the ifth consecutive year by
the Union Ministry of Housing and Urban Aﬀairs in its annual cleanliness
ranking.

Swachh Survekshan Awards, 2021
 The Swachh Survekshan Awards, 2021 handed out by President Ram Nath
Kovind included the cleanest State honour for Chhattisgarh for the third
time, in the category of States with more than 100 urban local bodies.
 Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s constituency, Varanasi, won the award for
the cleanest “Ganga city”.
 Among cities, Surat and Vijayawada secured the second and third place,
respectively.
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 The Ministry said the survey was carried out in 4,320 cities over 28 days,
where feedback from 4.2 crore persons was recorded.
 Of States with over
100 urban local
bodies
(ULBs),
Maharashtra and
Madhya
Pradesh
were
ranked
second and third
respectively.Jharkh
and was judged the
cleanest State with
less than 100 ULBs,
followed
by
Haryana and Goa.
 Among cities with
population over 1 lakh, Indore, Surat, Vijayawada, Navi Mumbai, New
Delhi, Ambikapur, Tirupati, Pune, Noida and Ujjain were the top 10, in that
order. Lucknow stood at 25 out of such cities.
 Of cities with population less than 1 lakh, Maharashtra’s Vita was the
cleanest, followed by Lonavala and Sasvad.
 The New Delhi Municipal Council’s area was ranked the cleanest in the
category of cities with 1-3 lakh population.
 Noida was named the cleanest among mediumsized cities that is with 3 lakh
to 10 lakh population. Among the big cities with population of 10 lakh to 40
lakh, Navi Mumbai was ranked the cleanest.

1.11 CBI OFFICIAL ELECTED TO INTERPOL PANEL
Context:


The Interpol elected Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) Special Director
Praveen Sinha as a
Delegate for Asia in its
Executive Committee. Mr.
Sinha was among the ive
contestants
from
ive
countries for the two posts
of Delegates for Asia.

Background
 The elections were
held at the ongoing
89th Interpol General
Assembly in Istanbul.
 The
Executive
Committee has 13
members
from
diﬀerent
countries
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comprising the President of the Interpol, two VicePresidents and nine
Delegates.
 It supervises the execution of the Interpol General Assembly’s decisions
and the administration and work of its General Secretariat.
 It meets three times a year and sets organisational policy and direction.
 The Interpol General Assembly has also elected Ahmed Nasser Al-Raisi of the
United Arab Emirates (UAE) as the organisation’s President for a four -year
term. Mr. Al-Raisi was elected following three rounds of voting.

International Criminal Police Organization
 The International Criminal Police Organization (INTERPOL) is an
intergovernmental organization that helps coordinate the police force of 194
member countries.
 Each of the member countries hosts an INTERPOL National Central Bureau
(NCB). This connects their national law enforcement with other countries
and with the General Secretariat.
 The General Secretariat provides a range of expertise and services to the
member countries.
 It is headquartered in Lyon, France

1.12. RISE IN CASES OF ANAEMIA IN INDIA
Context:


Rise in cases of anaemia in India across the spectrum of its population, as
revealed by the National Family Health Survey-5 (NFHS-5), the Centre plans to
change the mode of testing for it, along with initiating discussions with the
World Health Organization (WHO) on whether “racial characteristics” ought to
be accounted for in determining anaemia levels in India.

Findings of NFHS
 The survey found that anaemia in children had increased from 58.6% in the
NFHS-4 to 67% in the NFHS-5.
 The NFHS-4 was conducted in 2015-16 and NFHS-5 in 2019-21. Anaemia in
pregnant women increased to 52.2%
from 50.4%, and the percentage of
women (15-49 years) who were
anaemic also increased from 53% to
57%. T
 he percentage of men aged 15-49 who
were anaemic also rose from 22.7% to
25%.

Anaemia
 Anaemia is commonly characterised by
low levels of iron in the body . Anaemia
is also believed to result from a lack of
nutrition and inadequate intake of fresh
fruits and vegetables as well as a
de iciency of vitamin B-12.
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Anaemia Mukt Bharat
 The Centre has an ongoing programme called Anaemia Mukt Bharat
(Anaemiafree India) to reduce the proportion of anaemia among children
to 40%, pregnant women to 32% and lactating women to 40% by 2022.
 All the States and UTs have initiated activities regarding implementation of
AMB namely prophylactic Iron folic acid supplementation, identi ication
of anaemic cases, referral & treatment and others.
 Currently, programme is in its initial stages and work ing towards achieving
reduction in anaemia prevalence particularly in women, children and
adolescents.
 The Anemia Mukt Bharat- intensi ied Iron-plus Initiative aims to strengthen
the existing mechanisms and foster newer strategies for tackling anemia.
 It focusses on six target bene iciary groups, through six interventions and
six institutional mechanisms to achieve the envisaged target under the
POSHAN Abhiyan.
 The Anemia Mukt Bharat strategy will be implemented in all villages, blocks,
and districts of all the States/UTs of India through existing delivery platforms
as envisaged in the National Iron Plus Initiative (NIPI) and Weekly Iron Folic
Acid Supplementation (WIFS) programme.

6 interventions:
 Prophylactic Iron and Folic Acid supplementation
 Deworming
 Intensi ied year-round Behaviour Change Communication Campaign (Solid
Body, Smart Mind) including ensuring delayed cord clamping in newborns
 Testing of anemia using digital methods and point of care treatment
 Mandatory provision of Iron and Folic Acid forti ied foods in governmentfunded health programmes
 Addressing non-nutritional causes of anemia in endemic pockets, with
special focus on malaria, haemoglobinopathies and luorosis.
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2. SCHEMES AND PROJECTS IN NEWS
2.1. MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENTLOCAL AREA DEVELOPMENT SCHEME
Context:


Citing economic recovery, the Union Cabinet restored the Members of
Parliament Local Area Development Scheme (MPLADS) that was suspended in
April 2020 subsuming the funds for the scheme in the consolidated fund of India.

Members of Parliament Local Area Development Scheme (MPLADS)
 The MPLADS is a programme irst launched during the Narasimha Rao-led
government in 1993. It is aimed towards providing funds for
developmental works recommended by individual MPs.
 MPLAD is a central government scheme, under which MPs can recommend
development programmes involving spending of Rs 5 crore every year in
their respective constituencies. MPs from both Lok Sabha and Rajya
Sabha, including nominated ones, can do so.
 MPs and MLAs do not receive any money under these schemes.
 The government transfers it directly to the respective local authorities.
 The legislators can only recommend works in their constituencies based
on a set of guidelines.
 For the MPLAD Scheme, the guidelines focus on the creation of durable
community assets like roads, school buildings etc. Recommendations for
non-durable assets can be made only under limited circumstances.

2.2. ‘BHARAT GAURAV’ SCHEME
Context:


To tap the huge potential of tourism, the Railways announced the ‘Bharat
Gaurav’ scheme, under which theme-based tourist circuit trains, on the lines of
the Ramayana Express, can be run either by private or State-owned operators.

‘Bharat Gaurav’ train
 Till now, the Railways had passenger segments and goods segments. Now, we
will have a third segment for tourism — ‘Bharat Gaurav’ train.
 It has been earmarked about 3,033 coaches or about 150 trains. Ministry
inviting applications for them
 Any interested party can apply online by registering with a one-time fee of
Rs 1 lakh. The parameters of the scheme are that the operator has to oﬀer
sightseeing, food, local transport (taxi etc), hotels at stopover places, onboard
entertainment and such things.
 The arrangement can be for two to 10 years. Operators have to give a
security deposit of Rs 1 crore per rake. The size of each train would be 1420 coaches, including two guard vans. The railways will just take haulage
charges and a Right to Use fee.
 The Minister said these will not be regular trains that will run as per a
timetable but will be more on the lines of the Ramayana Express being
run by the IRCTC.
 Service providers, who can be an individual, company, society, trust, joint
venture or consortium will be free to decide themes/circuits like Guru Kripa
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trains for covering important places of Sikh culture or the Ramayana
Express for places connected with Lord Ram.
 They will oﬀer an all inclusive package to tourists including rail travel,
hotel
accommodation
and
sightseeing
arrangement,
visit
to
historical/heritage sites, tour guides etc and have full lexibility to decide the
package cost.
 The service providers will also be able to design/furnish the interior of the
coaches based on the theme and put branding or advertising inside and
outside of the train.
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3. INTERNATIONAL EVENTS AND CONVENTIONS
3.1. G20 ENDS WITHOUT TIME
-BOUND PROMISE ON CLIMATE CHANGE
Context:


No time-bound agreements were reached as leaders of the world’s top
economies ended the summit in Rome, recommitting to providing $100 billion a
year to counter climate change, and pushing for greater vaccine equality to ight
the COVID pandemic.

Highlights:




Decision to pursue the recognition of more vaccines by the World Health
Organization under a “One Health approach” for the world, and providing
inances and technology for vaccine production at “mRNA Hubs” in South Africa,
Brazil and Argentina,
And to mobilise more international public private inancing for “green” or
environmental projects

Points highlighted by India








The commitment of the developed world to provide $100 billion every year
through from now until 2025. And the commitment of all the countries to
mobilize greater levels of capital for the less developed countries and the
emerging economies
No adequate technologies to be able to absorb large amounts of clean energy
into the grids and to maintain grid stability.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced that India has already installed 100
GW of renewable energy, adding that India is the only country among G20
nations that is progressing rapidly to meet its climate goals.
India is the only country in the group of G20 countries, which is moving fast
towards achieving its climate goals.
India has set a target of 450 GW of renewable energy by the end of this decade 450 GW by 2030. Of this, the target of 100 GW has been achieved by India ahead
of schedule

No time bound Commitment


UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres said the failure of the G20 summit to
set a speci ic date for countries to achieve “Net Zero” carbon emissions, and
on reducing global warming, had left his hopes “unful illed” but “not buried”, as
the joint communique set the stage for tough negotiations at the COP26 Climate
Change summit in Glasgow

3.2. PALESTINIAN PM CALLS FOR INDIAN SUPPORT
Context:


Palestine Mohammad Shtayyeh met Prime Minister Narendra Modi in Glasgow
on the sidelines of the COP26 summit, Mr. Shtayyeh said India had a historic
tradition of supporting the rights of the Palestinian people and that its technical
support should be “parallel to the political support”.
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Importance of India:


India which is serving as a non-permanent member of the Security Council
for 2021-22 and was re-elected to the Human Rights Council for the 2022-24.

India’s Stand in recent years




In recent years, India has broken the tradition of supporting Palestine at the U.N.
In 2019, India voted in favour of Israel at the ECOSOC (Economic and Social
Council) to deny observer status to a Palestinian organisation named Shahed.
In June, India abstained during the voting on a resolution calling for
investigation into Israeli actions in the Gaza Strip at the Human Rights Council
which drew strong protest from Foreign Minister Riyad Al Malki who wrote
a letter critical of India’s abstention.

Historical background and basis






The two-state solution proposed by the Oslo Accords was born out of a series
of historical events. After the fall of the Ottoman Empire, Jews and Arabs both
claimed the right to self-determination in historical Palestine.
A irst attempt at partitioning the land in 1948 resulted in an Israeli state but
no Palestinian state, and the West Bank and Gaza Strip fell under Jordanian and
Egyptian rule, respectively.
In the Six-Day War of 1967, Israel captured and occupied the West Bank, the
Gaza Strip, and other Arab territories, which in the aftermath led to the idea that
Israel would exchange land it had captured for peace with its Arab
neighbours, including, eventually, the Palestinians .

3.3. NSO GROUP ON TRADE BLACKLIST
Context:


The US government said that Israeli spyware maker NSO Group had been added
to the Commerce Department’s “entity list”, a federal blacklist which would
restrict exports of US technology to the company.

Trade blacklist









NSO and a smaller Tel Aviv -based company, Candiru, were among four
companies added by the US commerce department to the entity list.
NSO Group and Candiru (Israel) were added to the Entity List based on evidence
that these entities developed and supplied spyware to foreign governments
that used these tools to maliciously target government of icials, journalists,
businesspeople, activists, academics, and embassy workers
These tools have also enabled foreign governments to conduct transnational
repression, which is the practice of authoritarian governments targeting
dissidents, journalists and activists outside of their sovereign borders to silence
dissent. Such practices threaten the rules-based international order
According to reports, companies on the entity list are prohibited from
receiving US software or hardware exports , thus cutting oﬀ the irm from a
vital source of technology.
In the past, Chinese companies like Huawei have been added to the entity
list for their alleged contributions to human rights abuses regarding the
Uyghurs.
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Pegasus


Pegasus is spyware that can be installed on devices running some versions
of iOS, Apple's mobile operating system, as well on devices running Android. It
was developed by the Israeli cyberarms irm NSO Group.

3.4. CHINA OVERTAKES US TO BECOME WORLD'S RICHEST NATION
Context:


China has gone past the US to become the richest nation in the world, according
to a new research report. The report, authored by the research wing of
McKinsey & Co, said that global wealth had tripled over the last two decades,
from $156 trillion in the year 2000 to $514 trillion in 2020.

Findings of the report
 The report has been prepared after examining the national balance sheets
of 10 countries, representing more than 60 per cent of world income.
 According to the data revealed, China has accounted for almost one-third
of the staggering rise in global wealth. The wealth of the nation surged
from $7 trillion in the year 2000 to $120 trillion in 2020.
 The data tracks the period from one year before the country became a
member of the World Trade Organisation (WTO), which speeded up the rise
of its economy.
 The report analysed the national balance sheets of 10 countries, which
accounted for over 60 percent of the world's income. Apart from China and
US, the countries in the report included Germany, France, U K, Japan,
Sweden, Mexico, Canada and Australia.
 As for the US, the net worth of the country increased to almost $90 trillion
in two decades. In both US and China, the two biggest global economies, more
than two-thirds of the wealth is concentrated in just 10 percent of the richest
households. About 68 percent of the global net worth is stored in real estate,
as per the report.
 China’s wealth jumped to $120 trillion in 2020 from just $7 trillion in
2000. This marks a jump of $113 trillion in 20 years, helping the nation
surpass the United States in terms of net worth.
 The report also indicated that 68 per cent of global net worth is stored in
real estate and the balance is held in assets such as infrastructure,
machinery and equipment. Intangible assets like intellectual property and
patents also make up a small amount of global net worth.

3.5. INDIA TO HOLD FIRST 2+2 WITH RUSSIA
Context:


External Aﬀairs Minister S. Jaishankar and Defence Minister Rajnath Singh are
likely to hold their irst “2+2” format talks with their Russian counterparts
Sergey Lavrov and Sergey Shoygu along with Russian President Vladimir Putin
who is expected to meet Prime Minister Narendra Modi in Delhi for the annual
summit on December 6, as well as the inter-governmental joint commission
meeting
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India- Russia Relation
Defence:
 BrahMos is a supersonic cruise missile being developed by BrahMos
Aerospace, a joint venture between Defence Research and Development
Organisation (DRDO) of India and NPO Mashinostroeyenia (NPOM) of
Russia.
 BrahMos has a light range of up to 290km and can reach a maximum speed
of Mach 3. The air launched version of the missile is under development as of
2013.
 The S-400 Triumf, (NATO calls it SA -21 Growler), is a mobile, surface-toair missile system (SAM) designed by Russia.
 It is the most dangerous operationally deployed modern long-range SAM
(MLR SAM) in the world, considered much ahead of the US-developed
Terminal High Altitude Area Defense system (THAAD).
 India’s acquisition is crucial to counter attacks in a two-front war, including
even high-end F-35 US ighter aircraft.
 In October 2016, India and Russia signed an InterGovernmental
Agreement (IGA) for four Krivak or Talwar stealth frigates — two to be
procured directly from Russia and two to be built by the GSL. Following
that, India signed a $1-billion deal with Russia for the direct purchase.
 The manufacture and supply of tanks and missiles (T-90 and BrahMos),
ships and submarines (the Talwar-class stealth frigates), the aircraftcarrier Vikramaditya and the nuclear submarine (Arihant), jet ighter
and early airborne warning aircraft (Sukhoi 30MKI and IL-76) are all
examples of such cooperation.

Economic relation
 BRICS is an informal group of states comprising the Federative Republic of
Brazil, the Russian Federation, the Republic of India, the People’s Republic of
China and the Republic of South Africa.
 The growing economic might of BRICS countries, their signi icance as one of
the main driving forces of global economic development, their substantial
population and abundant natural resources form the foundation of their
in luence on the international scene
and are the driving forces behind the
grouping.
 In December 2010, the Strategic
Partnership was elevated to the level
of a Special and Privileged
Strategic Partnership.

3.6. MINSK ACCORD
Context:


The massive mobilisation of Russian
troops on the Ukraine border and
occasional outbreak of violence along
the line of contact between the Russia21 | P a g e

backed rebels in the contested Donbass region and Ukrainian troops have
pushed both countries to the brink of an open con lict. In 2015, an open con lict
was averted after the ‘Minsk II’ peace agreement was signed, under the
mediation of France and Germany

Minsk Protocol
 The Minsk Protocol is an agreement which sought to end war in the
Donbas region of Ukraine.
 It was written by the Trilateral Contact Group on Ukraine, consisting of
Ukraine, the Russian Federation, and the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), with mediation by the leaders of France and
Germany in the so-called Normandy Format.

The text of the protocol consists of twelve points:
 To ensure an immediate bilateral cease ire.
 To ensure the monitoring and veri ication of the cease ire by the OSCE .
 Decentralisation of power, including through the adoption of the Ukrainian
law "On temporary Order of Local Self-Governance in Particular Districts
of Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts".
 To ensure the permanent monitoring of the Ukrainian-Russian border
and veri ication by the OSCE with the creation of security zones in the border
regions of Ukraine and the Russian Federation.
 Immediate release of all hostages and illegally detained persons.
 A law preventing the prosecution and punishment of persons in
connection with the events that have taken place in some areas of Donetsk
and Luhansk Oblasts.
 To continue the inclusive national dialogue.
 To take measures to improve the humanitarian situation in Donbas.
 To ensure early local elections in accordance with the Ukrainian law "On
temporary Order of Local Self-Governance in Particular Districts of Donetsk
and Luhansk Oblasts".
 To withdraw illegal armed groups and military equipment as well as
ighters and mercenaries from the territory of Ukraine.
 To adopt a programme of economic recovery and reconstruction for the
Donbas region.
 To provide personal security for participants in the consultations.

3.7. GERMANY ANNOUNCES €1.2 BN TONDIA
I
FOR CLIMATE CHANGE
Context:


Germany announced new commitments worth more than €1.2 billion, or Rs
10,025 crore, to India to support its ight against climate change.

Background
 The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) released earlier
this year found that both India and Germany will suﬀer more extreme events
due to climate change.
 Both countries together account for nearly 9 per cent of global
greenhouse gas.
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 At COP26, India and Germany agreed to phase down unabated coal power.
Germany will exit coal by 2038, possibly much earlier.
 And India has just joined a multilateral Coal Transition Programme funded
by the Climate Investments Funds and supported by Germany . Very
concretely, India has already identi ied 50 gigawatts of coal plants for
retirement by 2027

India and Germany working together
 Germany is already working with India in the focal areas of Energy (€5.08
bn), Sustainable Urban Development (€3.16 bn), Management ofNatural
Resources and Agriculture (€435 mn) and other activities, particularly
vocational training, health and social protection (€568 mn).
 In its new commitments, Germany has allotted €713 million for energy,
€409 million for urban development and €90 million for agroecology
and natural resources. These projects will include supporting India’s
targets to expand solar power generation.

Accelerating Coal Transition (ACT) investment
 Climate Investment Funds (CIF) launched the nearly $2.5 billion
Accelerating Coal Transition (ACT) investment program, a irst-ever eﬀort to
advance a just transition from coal power to clean energy in emerging
economies.
 South Africa, India, Indonesia, and the Philippines, representing over
15% of coal-related emissions globally, have been selected as the irst
bene iciaries of the initiative.
 While industrialized countries have allocated large pools of funding for this
purpose domestically, no such facility has existed for developing countries
until now.
 Promoting a shift away from coal power generation is a key priority of the
COP26 in Glasgow, and essential to limiting global temperature rise to 1.5°C
by 2030, a key target of the Paris Agreement.
 The countries were selected on advice from an independent panel of
experts, who assessed country candidates based on potential for
transformational change and private sector mobilization, among other
metrics.
 In the next phase of the program, ACT aims to support additional countries
amid strong demand. Endorsed by the G7 this year, ACT is supported by
inancial pledges from the United States, United Kingdom, Germany,
Canada, and Denmark.
 ACT will work through CIF’s six multilateral development bank
partners to oﬀer coal-transitioning countries an end-to-end inancial toolkit
combining signi icant concessional inancing with technical assistance. Such
investments will aim to raise national and global ambition by piloting
eﬀective strategies for phasing out coal that ignite change through a
demonstration eﬀect.
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4. INDEXES AND RANKING
4.1 GLOBAL RESILIENCE INDEX INITIATIVE
Context:


Ten global organisations with partial funding and in-kind contributions from the
insurance sector and partner institutions have launched a Global Resilience
Index Initiative (GRII) at COP26.

Global Resilience Index Initiative
 GRII will provide a globally consistent model for the assessment of
resilience across all sectors and geographies.
 The GRII will be using cross-sector risk modelling experience, including
public-private partnerships between governments, academia, insurance and
engineering.
 Among the organisations that have come together to launch GRII are United
Nations of ice for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNDRR), Insurance Development
Forum (IDF), University of Oxford, Coalition for Disaster Resilient
Infrastructure (CDRI), Coalition for Climate Resilient Investment (CCRI) and
UK Centre for Greening Finance and Investment (CGFI) and British risk and
insurance advisory company Willis Towers Watson.
 GRII will be a curated, open-source resource oﬀering high level metrics
across the built environment, infrastructure, agriculture and societal
exposures with many potential applications in aggregated risk management
worldwide
 The mission of the GRII is to address the data emergency that is
contributing to the climate crisis by helping sectors across the global
economy quantify the value of building climate resilience and the costs
of doing nothing
 GRII could enable asset owners to compare portfolio risks across
geographies and hazards, as well as helping countries to prioritise national
adaptation investments.
 The coalition behind the GRII is seeking to achieve two initial goals oﬀer
global open reference risk data using metrics built on insurance risk
modelling principles; provide shared standards and facilities applicable to a
wide range of uses, including corporate climate risk disclosure, national
adaptation planning and reporting, and the planning of pre-arranged
humanitarian inance.
 The outcomes of this risk analysis will help close the insurance protection
gap and direct investment and aid to where they are needed the most
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4.2 GLOBAL DRUG POLICY INDEX
Context:


The inaugural Global Drug Policy Index, released by the Harm Reduction
Consortium, ranks Norway, New Zealand, Portugal, the UK and Australia as the
ive leading countries on humane and health-driven drug policies.

Global Drug Policy Index
 The ive lowest-ranking countries are Brazil,
Uganda, Indonesia, Kenya, and Mexico. India’s
rank is 18 out of 30 countries
 It is a data-driven global analysis of drug policies
and their implementation. It is composed of 75
indicators running across ive broad dimensions
of drug policy: criminal justice, extreme
responses, health and harm reduction, access to
internationally controlled medicines, and
development
 It is a project of the Harm Reduction
Consortium, whose partners include: the
European Network of People Who Use Drugs
(EuroNPUD), the Eurasian Harm Reduction
Association (EHRA), the Eurasian Network of
People who Use Drugs (ENPUD), the Global Drug
Policy Observatory (GDPO) / Swansea
University, Harm Reduction International (HRI), the International Drug
Policy Consortium (IDPC), the Middle East and North Africa Harm Reduction
Association (MENAHRA), the West African Drug Policy Network (WADPN),
the Women and Harm Reduction International Network (WHRIN), and
Youth RISE.
 Norway, despite topping the Index, only managed a score of 74/100. And
the median score across all 30 countries and dimensions is just 48/100

India in the index
 India has an overall score of 46/100.
On the criteria of use of extreme
sentencing and responses, it has a
score of 63/100, on health and harm
reduction, 49/100; on proportionality
of criminal justice response, 38/100;
on availability and access of
internationally controlled substances
for the relief of pain and suﬀering, 33
/100.

4.3. ANNUAL STATUS OF EDUCATION
REPORT
Context:


Latest Annual Status of Education Report
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(ASER) survey aims to capture the transition in the education system in the
country as the Covid-19 pandemic shows signs of receding.

Findings of ASER:
 The percentage of rural children who were not enrolled in school
doubled during the pandemic, with Government schools seeing an increase
in enrolment at the expense of private schools
 Over a third of children enrolled in Classes 1 and 2 have never attended
school in person
 However, enrolment does not necessarily mean that learning took place.
 In a survey of over 76,000 households with children aged six to 14, ASER
found that while 92% of children had textbooks for their grade, only a third
had access to any other learning resources or support.
 With smartphone availability and access limited, online learning was
restricted to a quarter of students, though there were major diﬀerences in
the experience of students from diﬀerent States.
 For instance, 91% of students from Kerala and almost 80% from Himachal
Pradesh had online education, but only 10% from Bihar and 13% from
West Bengal.
 Due to the pandemic, ASER’s 16th annual report was based on a phone
survey assessing enrolment in schools and tuition classes, and access to
devices and learning resources, rather than the organisation’s usual faceto-face survey which assesses learning outcomes and children’s
competencies in reading and arithmetic skills.
 In 2018, only 2.5% of children were not enrolled in school.
 In both the 2020 and 2021 surveys, that igure had jumped to 4.6%.
Government school enrolment spiked signi icantly from 64.3% in 2018 to
70.3% in 2021, while private school enrolment dropped from 32.5%
to 24.4% over the same period.
 The shift to government school enrolment could be a result of inancial
distress, the closure of aﬀordable private schools and the movement of
migrants to rural areas
 Although it is not clear if this is a permanent phenomenon or will be
reversed post the pandemic, it is important to ensure that government
schools and teachers are equipped and given the necessary resources
for this surge in enrolment
 This is particularly true for Class 1 and 2 students, as 37% of those
enrolled in government schools have never even stepped into a
physical classroom before.
 The habit of going to school, sitting in a classroom, and teaching in a
classroom has been disrupted signi icantly
 During the pandemic, almost 40% of students took tuition classes, as
many parents struggled to provide the learning support students were
not receiving from closed schools.
 Although textbook distribution was a success story in most States, with
92% of students having the texts for their grade level, many students did
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not receive much else. Just over a third of students enrolled in closed
government schools in 2021 received worksheets , phone messages or
any other sort of learning activities or materials in the week of the
survey.
Smartphone access was a challenge in the delivery of online
education. Although availability almost doubled to 68%, only a quarter
of children even in homes with smartphones were able to access it
whenever needed.
In smartphone owning households, 26% of children had no access to
the device at all, while 47% had only occasional access.
About a quarter of children had access to some form of online education,
whether content shared through WhatsApp or live classes, while over
20% listened to lessons broadcast on television and radio.
About 65% of students did some type of traditional learning activity
during the week of the survey, with engagement ranging from 44% in
Jharkhand to almost 90% in Kerala.

4.4. GLOBAL STATE OF DEMOCRACY REPORT, 2021
Context:


The Global State of Democracy Report, 2021 released by the International
Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance.

Global State of Democracy Report, 2021
 The number of countries moving towards authoritarianism in 2020 was
higher than that of countries going in the other direction, towards
democracy
 While 20 countries moved in the direction of authoritarianism, seven
countries moved towards democracy, the report said.
 The pandemic has prolonged this existing negative trend into a ive -year
stretch, the longest such period since the start of the third wave of
democratisation in the 1970s. Democratically elected Governments,
including established democracies, are increasingly adopting authoritarian
tactics. This democratic backsliding has often enjoyed signi icant popular
support.
 The report highlighted the case of Brazil and India as “some of the most
worrying examples of backsliding”.
 However, India remained in the category of a mid-level performing
democracy as it has since 2000, the report showed.
 The United States and three members of the European Union [Hungary,
Poland and Slovenia] have also seen concerning democratic declines.
 In non-democratic regimes, the trend was deepening.
 The year 2020 was the worst on record , in terms of the number of
countries aﬀected by deepening autocratisation.
 The pandemic has thus had a particularly damaging eﬀect on non-democratic
countries, further closing their already reduced civic space.
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 The uneven global distribution of COVID-19 vaccines as well as anti-vaccine
views undermine the uptake of vaccination programmes and risk prolonging
the health crisis and normalising restrictions on basic freedoms.

4.5. SDG URBAN INDEX
Context:


NITI Aayog under the Indo-German Cooperation releases inaugural SDG Urban
Index and Dashboard 2021–22

SDG Urban Index
 Shimla, Coimbatore, Chandigarh and Thiruvananthapuram are among
the top 10 performing urban areas in the NITI Aayog’s irst Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG) Urban India Index, while Dhanbad, Meerut,
Faridabad and Patna are among the bottom 10 performers, according to the
indings of a report released by the NITI Aayog.
 Ranking 56 urban areas on 77 SDG indicators across 46 targets, the
index is focussed on driving SDG localisation in urban areas.
 Of 56 urban areas ranked in the index, 44 are with population of above 1
million, 12 are state capitals with a population of less than a million.
 No poverty, zero hunger, good health, quality education, gender equality,
clean water and sanitation, good jobs and economic growth are among the
goals on which urban areas have been ranked.
 Top 10 urban areas in SDG Urban Index and Dashboard 2021-22 are Shimla,
Coimbatore, Chandigarh, Thiruvananthapuram, Kochi, Panaji, Pune,
Tiruchirappalli, Ahmedabad and Nagpur.
 The bottom 10 urban areas in SDG Urban Index and Dashboard 2021-22 are
Dhanbad, Meerut, Itanagar, Guwahati, Patna, Jodhpur, Kohima, Agra,
Kolkata and Faridabad.
 NITI Aayog has developed the SDG Urban index and a dashboard 2021-22, in
collaboration with GIZ and BMZ under the Indo-German Development
Cooperation
 While for some indicators, ‘urban area’ implies urban local bodies, in other
cases, it refers to all urban areas within a district collectively. The data on
these indicators have been sourced from of icial data sources of government
departments and ministries.
 For each SDG, the urban areas are ranked on a scale of 0-100. A score of 100
implies that the urban area has achieved the targets set for 2030; a
score of 0 implies that it is the farthest from achieving the targets among the
selected urban areas.

4.6. NEW WAGE RATE INDEX SERIES
Context:


The Ministry of Labour released a new series of Wage Rate Index (WRI) with
base year 2016 being compiled and maintained by the Labour Bureau -- an
attached of ice of the ministry.
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New series of WRI
 The new series of WRI with base
2016=100 will replace the old
series with base 1963-65
 The government periodically revises
the base year for major economic
indicators to re lect the changes in
the economy and to capture the
wage pattern of workers.
 Thus, as per the recommendations of
the
International
Labour
Organization, National Statistical
Commission etc, the base year of WRI
numbers has been revised from 196365 to 2016 by the Labour Bureau to
enhance the coverage and to make the
index more representative.
 The new series of WRI has increased the scope and coverage in terms of
the number of industries, sample size, occupations under selected
industries, weightage of industries, etc.
 The new WRI series would be compiled twice a year on a point-to-point
half-yearly basis, as on January 1 and July 1 of every year.

4.7. NITI AAYOG’S MULTIDIMENSIONALPOVERTY INDEX
Context:


With more than 50% of the population in Bihar identi ied as “multidimensionally
poor”, the State has the maximum percentage of population living in
poverty
among
all
the
States
and
the
Union
Territories, according to Government think tank NITI Aayog’s Multidimensional
Poverty Index (MPI).

Background:
 The Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI) is an international measure of
acute multidimensional poverty, covering over 100 developing countries.
 NITI Aayog has been assigned the nodal responsibility for the global MPI in
India.

National MPI: Key points
 This baseline report of India’s irst ever national MPI measure is based on the
National Family Health Survey-4 (NFHS-4) 2015-16.
 The national MPI measure has been constructed by utilising twelve key
components which cover areas such as health and nutrition, education and
standard of living.
 The Alkire-Foster Methodology: The AF methodology is a general framework
for measuring multidimensional poverty that identi ies people as poor or not
poor based on a dual-cutoﬀ counting method. National MPI uses this
methodology.
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 The national MPI model retains the ten indicators of the UN
Multidimensional Poverty Index model.
 India’s MPI has three equally weighted dimensions – health, education, and
standard of living – which are represented by twelve indicators.
 National Multidimensional Poverty Index: Baseline Report based on NFHS -4
(2015-16) is a contribution towards measuring progress towards target 1.2
of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) which aims at reducing “at
least by half the proportion of men, women and children of all ages living in
poverty in all its dimensions.
 National Multidimensional Poverty Index report presents an in-depth
analysis of the headcount ratio and intensity of multidimensional poverty at
the national, State/UT, and district levels.

National Multidimensional Poverty Index: Key ﬁndings
 The report inds that Bihar has the highest proportion of people who are
multidimensionally poor.
 More than half of the people (52%) in Bihar are categorised as
multidimensionally poor.
 Bihar is followed by Jharkhand and Uttar Pradesh.
 Bihar also has the highest number of malnourished people followed by
Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, and Chhattisgarh.
 Kerala, Goa, and Sikkim have the lowest percentage of population being
multidimensionally poor.
 Poorest UTs: Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Jammu & Kashmir, and Ladakh, Daman
& Diu and Chandigarh.
 The proportion of poor in Puducherry at 1.72 per cent is the lowest among
the Union Territories.
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5. RECENT ECONOMIC EVENTS
5.1. CENTRAL BANK DIGITAL CURRENCY
Context:


The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has proposed amendments to the Reserve Bank
of India Act, 1934, which would enable it to launch a Central Bank Digital
Currency (CBDC).

Central bank digital currency
 It is a legal tender and liability of a nation’s central bank in the digital form.
 It is denominated in a sovereign currency and appears on the balance sheet
of a nation’s central bank.
 CBDC is a digital currency which can be converted/exchanged at par with
similarly denominated cash and traditional central bank deposits of a nation.
 At present, central banks of various nations are currently examining the
positive implications that a digital currency contributes to inancial inclusion,
economic growth, technology, innovation and increased transaction
ef iciencies.

5.2 RISE IN DIRECT TAX
Context:


The net direct tax collection grew almost 68% during the April 1-November 23
period to more than ₹6.92 lakh crore.

Direct Tax:
 A direct tax is a tax that a person or organization pays directly to the entity
that imposed it.
 An individual taxpayer, for example, pays direct taxes to the government for
various purposes, including income tax, real property tax, personal property
tax, or taxes on assets.

Income Tax:
 Depending on the individual’s earnings and age, the income tax is imposed.
 The government ixes various tax slabs, which determine the amount of
income tax that needs to be paid by the individual.
 The taxpayer should ile Income Tax Returns (ITR) annually, failing which
penalty is levied.
 Depending on the ITR, the individual receives a refund or might have to pay a
tax.

Corporation Tax:
 Corporation tax is a direct tax imposed on the net income or pro it that
enterprises make from their businesses.
 Companies, both public and privately registered in India under
the Companies Act 1956, are liable to pay corporation tax.
 This tax is levied at a speci ic rate according to the provisions of
the Income Tax Act, 1961.
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Security Transaction Tax (STT):
 It is a direct tax charged on purchase and sale of securities that are
listed on the recognized stock exchanges in India.
 Both purchaser and seller need to pay 0.1% of share value as STT.

Advance Tax Collections:
 Advance tax is paid by those who have tax liability of Rs. 10,000 or
more in a inancial year. It is paid by both salaried and businesses, thus
including collections from corporate tax and personal income tax.
 Advance tax is paid as and when the money is earned in four
instalments rather than at the end of the iscal year.
 It is considered an indication of economic sentiment.

Dividend Distribution Tax (DDT):
 Dividend refers to the distribution of pro its to shareholders of a
company.
 Thus, the dividend distribution tax is a type of tax that is payable on the
dividends oﬀered to its shareholders by the corporation.
 In the Union Budget for 2020-2021 the DDT was withdrawn from
the tax paid by the dividend payer. Instead, from April 2021 on,
dividends would be taxed in the hands of the recipients, i.e.
shareholders of the distributing company.
 The proposed rate is 10% for dividends paid to shareholders
resident in India and 20% if paid to foreign investors.

TDS/TCS:
 Tax Deduction at Source: A person (deductor) who is liable to make
payment of speci ied nature to any other person (deductee) shall deduct
tax at source and remit the same into the account of the Central
Government.
 Tax Collection at Source: It is an additional amount collected as tax by a
seller of speci ied goods from the buyer at the time of sale over and above
the sale amount and is remitted to the government account.

5.3 CASTE SPLIT OF MGNREGA WAGES
Context:


Tensions were high when some got paid faster than others for work done over
the last six months under Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment
Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) scheme

Background:


The decision to split MGNREGA
(Mahatma Gandhi National Rural
Employment Guarantee Act) wage
payments by caste categories was
done on the advice of the Finance
Ministry in order to assess and highlight
the bene its lowing from budgetary
outlay towards Scheduled Castes and
Scheduled Tribes
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Concerns of Wage Gap




Concerns have been raised by grassroots activists and union leaders in a number
of States including Jharkhand, West Bengal, Bihar, Karnataka, Telangana and
Tamil Nadu after a Central directive to split MGNREGA budget for wage
payments along caste lines was issued on March 2
Several State governments warned of “dissension”, “backlash” and threats to
social harmony in villages being caused by the directive

MGNREGA










The MGNREGA stands for Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment
Guarantee Act of 2005.
MGNREGA is one of the largest work guarantee programmes in the world.
Objective: The primary objective of the scheme is to guarantee 100 days of
employment in every inancial year to adult members of any rural household
willing to do public work-related unskilled manual work.
At least one-third of bene iciaries have to be women.
The most important part of MGNREGA’s design is its legally-backed guarantee
for any rural adult to get work within 15 days of demanding it, failing which an
‘unemployment allowance’ must be given
Social Audit of MGNREGA works is mandatory, which lends to accountability
and transparency.
The Ministry of Rural Development (MRD), Govt of India is monitoring the
entire implementation of this scheme in association with state governments.

5.4 LIVING ON DEATH ROW WITH ILLNESS
Context:












Recently, Deathworthy: A Mental Health Perspective of the Death Penalty, an
important report by Project 39A, based at the National Law University, Delhi,
was published. Major indings of the report
The report explores the mental health concerns of death row prisoners, the
intellectual disabilities they have, and the psychological impact of being on death
row.
30 prisoners had a current episode of depression. This igure is 11 times higher
than the presence of depression in the [general] population.
The other inding on issues of mental illness is that on substance use. Substances
like tobacco or ganja, they’re contraband in prison
18 out of the 88 prisoners we interviewed had substance use disorder. [This
was] 20% of the [people we interviewed], [whereas the substance use disorder
in general metro population] is 24%.
Suicide was not just a result of mental illness. [One prisoner] had attempted
suicide because of the stress of having been sentenced to death. Nine out of 83
prisoners were diagnosed with intellectual disability. Over 75%, i.e. 63 out of the
83 prisoners had... de icits in intellectual functioning which creates barriers in
reasoning in judgment formation.
Anxiety was very high, and 19 prisoners were diagnosed with generalised
anxiety disorder.
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5.5 REVISED PCA FRAMEWORK
Context:


The RBI issued a revised Prompt Corrective Action (PCA) framework for banks
to enable supervisory intervention at “appropriate time” and also act as a tool
for eﬀective market discipline. The revised PCA framework will be effective from
January 1, 2022.

PCA framework
Objective of the PCA framework
 The objective of the PCA framework, RBI said, is to enable supervisory
intervention at appropriate time and require the supervised entity to
initiate and implement remedial measures in a timely manner, so as to
restore its inancial health.
 RBI said the PCA framework would apply to all banks operating in India
including foreign banks operating through branches or subsidiaries
based on breach of risk thresholds of identi ied indicators.

Key areas for monitoring
 Capital, asset quality and leverage of the banks are some of key areas that
will be taken into consideration for monitoring.
 The indicators that will be tracked for capital, asset quality and leverage
would be CRAR/ common equity tier I ratio 2 , net NPA ratio 3 and tier I
leverage ratio 4 respectively.
 A bank will generally be placed under PCA framework based on the audited
annual inancial results and the ongoing supervisory assessment made by
RBI.
 RBI may impose PCA on any bank during the course of a year (including
migration from one threshold to another) in case the circumstances so
warrant.

Risk threshold
 When a bank is placed under PCA, one or more corrective actions may be
prescribed based on the risk threshold. The Central bank has de ined three
risk thresholds for banks based on diﬀerent parameters.
 Under the risk threshold 1, the RBI will impose mandatory restrictions on
dividend distribution of pro its.
 Under the risk threshold 2, the RBI is empowered to slap restrictions on
branch expansion, domestic or overseas, in addition to mandatory actions of
threshold 1.
 RBI said negative return on assets (RoA) criteria for determining risk
threshold removed in the revised rules.

5.6 NON-FUNGIBLE TOKENS
Context:


Bollywood actor Amitabh Bachchan’s non fungible token (NFT) collection has
beaten all records of NFT bids in India, proving to be the most successful so far,
said NFT platform Guardian Link
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What are NFTs?
 NFTs, which stands for non-fungible token, are unique or distinct digital
assets that cannot be replaced. Broadly speaking, they’re one-of-a-kind
digital asset.
 They have distinct properties, and can’t be changed with other assets. They
are digital iles which can carry any form of digital content (and can even
contain access to physical content) from art to video to music.
 NFTs rely on blockchain and cryptocurren cies to keep track of digital
ownership and create scarcity to ensure they cannot be identically
reproduced. NFTs enable to verify the authenticity of a digital artwork.

NFTs are not cryptocurrencies
 NFTs are a type of asset which can be bought with crypto currencies. Both are
tokens that are key elements in the world of blockchain.
 While both NFTs and cryptocurrencies use the same blockchain
technology, they however diﬀer in their attributes.
 Cryptocurrencies use fungible tokens, meaning they can be traded or
exchanged for one another.
 They are accessible in various forms and are utilized for various reasons.
Every token is exactly the same and equal (represent the same amount of
value). Crypto’s fungibility makes it a trusted means of conducting
transactions on the blockchain.
 A non-fungible token is diﬀerent from notable cryptocurrencies in
terms of fungibility.
 With NFTs, every token is diﬀerent and unique. Each has a digital signature
that makes it impossible for NFTs to be exchanged for or equal to one
another (hence, non-fungible). If a person were to receive two NFTs, they
would not represent the same piece of digital content, even if they were both
exact copies of the same digital ile.

What are NFTs used for?
 NFTs are considered bene icial in a wide variety of blockchain use
cases. They can be literally anything digital such as art, fashion, licenses and
certi ications, collectibles, sports, etc.
 NFTs are nowadays increasingly used in contemporary art auctions,
including images, animation or even tweets.
 Non-fungible tokens also have made their way into real life applications
beyond digital art and collectibles, such as music clips, videos, games, or
even a ticket to an event, such as a movie or a sport game that took place at a
speci ic time. But also for domain names, virtual land and real estate.

5.7 INPUT TAX CREDIT NEW GUIDELINE
Context:


The guideline dated November 2 was issued after several businesses had lagged
the concern to the ministries over harassment by tax of icials.

New Guidelines:
 It is reiterated that the power of disallowing debit of amount from
electronic credit ledger must not be exercised in a mechanical manner
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and careful examination of all the facts of the case is important to determine
cases(s) it for exercising power under rules 86A, a guideline issued by CBIC
said.
The government had introduced Rule 86A in GST rules in December 2019
giving powers to taxmen to block the ITC available in the electronic credit
ledger of a taxpayer if the of icer has “reasons to believe” that the ITC was
availed fraudulently.
The guidelines have laid down ive speci ic circumstances which can be
used by tax of icials to block credits, including availment of credit without
any invoice or any valid document and availing of credit by purchasers on
invoices on which GST has not been paid by sellers.
The guideline said the commissioner, or an of icer authorised by him, not
below the rank of assistant commissioner, must form an opinion for blocking
of input tax credit (ITC) only after “proper application of mind” considering
all the facts of the case.
For blocking of ITC above Rs 5 crore, principal commissioner/
commissioner will take a decision.
Additional commissioner or joint commissioner will take a decision
where the monetary amount is in the range of Rs 1-5 crore.
For those less than Rs 1 crore, deputy commissioner/ assistant
commissioner rank of icer will take decision on ITC blocking.

5.8 CASH IN USE NOW AT RECORD 14.5% OF GDP
Context:


Cash in circulation in India has surged to a record Rs 29.4 lakh crore as on
October 29, 2021 as per Reserve Bank of India data. As a percentage of gross
domestic product (GDP), it rose to a record 14.5% for the iscal 2020-21.

Dash to cash
 The surge comes despite increased penetration of digital payments whether
it is Uni ied Payments Interface (UPI), credit & debit cards, or FASTag—
demonstrating that the shift to digital and cash intensity are not mutually
exclusive
 The post-pandemic increase
in currency in circulation
has
been
a
global
phenomenon, described as
a ‘dash to cash’ under
extreme uncertainty. This
has been experienced by the
US, Spain, Italy, Germany,
France, Brazil, Russia and
Turkey
 Meanwhile,
digital
payments are nearly three
times what they were in
FY18. The Reserve Bank of India’s digital payments index, which has
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2018 as the base year at 100, has risen to 270. This index also captures
the spread of digital, taking into account growth in the payments
infrastructure

Uniﬁed Payments Interface (UPI)
 Uni ied Payments Interface (UPI) is a system that powers multiple bank
accounts into a single mobile application (of any participating bank),
merging several banking features, seamless fund routing & merchant
payments into one hood.
 It also caters to the “Peer to Peer” collect request which can be scheduled
and paid as per requirement and convenience.
 UPI is an advanced version of Immediate Payment Service (IMPS) - round–
the-clock funds transfer service to make cashless payments faster, easier and
smoother.

How is it unique?
 Immediate money transfer through mobile device round the clock 24*7 and
365 days.
 Single mobile application for accessing diﬀerent bank accounts.
 Single Click 2 Factor Authentication – Aligned with the Regulatory
guidelines, yet provides for a very strong feature of seamless single click
payment.
 Virtual address of the customer for Pull & Push provides for incremental
security with the customer not required to enter the details such as Card
no, Account number; IFSC etc.
 Bill Sharing with friends.
 Best answer to Cash on Delivery hassle, running to an ATM or rendering
exact amount.
 Merchant Payment with Single Application or In-App Payments.
 Utility Bill Payments, Over the Counter Payments, Barcode (Scan and Pay)
based payments.
 Donations, Collections, Disbursements Scalable.
 Raising Complaint from Mobile App directly.

5.9 CURRENT ACCOUNT DEFICIT SEEN HITTING 1.4% OR $45 BILLION BY
MARCH
Context:


India's widening current account de icit (CAD), driven by the massive spike in
commodity prices led by crude oil, is set to put pressure on the fragile recovery,
warns a brokerage report that has revised upwards its CAD forecast to USD 45
billion or 1.4 per cent of GDP by March.

Current Account Deﬁcit
 Current Account De icit or CAD is the shortfall between the money lowing
in on exports, and the money lowing out on imports.
 Current Account De icit (or Surplus) measures the gap between the money
received into and sent out of the country on the trade of goods and services
and also the transfer of money from domestically-owned factors of
production abroad.
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 A nation’s Current Account maintains a record of the country’s transactions
with other nations, in terms of trade of goods and services, net earnings on
overseas investments and net transfer of payments over a period of time,
such as remittances.
 This account goes into a de icit when money sent outward exceeds that
coming inward.
 Current Account De icit is slightly diﬀerent from Balance of Trade,
which measures only the gap in earnings and expenditure on exports and
imports of goods and services.
 Whereas, the current account also factors in the payments from
domestic capital deployed overseas .
 For example, rental income from an Indian owning a house in the UK would
be computed in Current Account, but not in Balance of Trade.
 The current account constitutes net income, interest and dividends and
transfers such as foreign aid, remittances, and donations among others. It is
measured as a percentage of GDP.
 Trade gap = Exports – Imports
 Current Account = Trade gap + Net current transfers + Net income
abroad
 A country with rising CAD shows that it has become uncompetitive, and
investors are not willing to invest there. They may withdraw their
investments.

5.10 STOPPING MISLEADING ADS ON CRYPTOCURRENCIES
Context:


Prime Minister Narendra Modi chaired a meeting to consider the regulatory
prospects for cryptocurrencies with the RBI brass and the Ministries of Home
Aﬀairs and Finance, where a strong consensus was reached to stop “attempts to
mislead the youth through over-promising & non-transparent advertising”.

Cryptocurrencies
 Cryptocurrencies are digital currencies in which encryption techniques
are used to regulate the generation of units of currency and verify the
transfer of funds, operating independently of a central bank.
 A cryptocurrency or crypto, is a virtual currency secured by cryptography. It
is designed to work as a medium of exchange, where individual ownership
records are stored in a computerised database.
 The de ining trait of a cryptocurrency is that they are not issued by the
government agency of any country making them immune against any
interference and manipulation from them.
 The decentralised nature of this network shields them from any control
from government regulatory bodies.
 The term “cryptocurrency in itself is derived from the encryption techniques
used to secure the network.
 Although cryptocurrencies are intended to function as a means of payment,
unlike iat currencies, they lack a sovereign guarantee and their source of
value is not quite clear.
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 They are more like investment instruments like shares in the equity market
and that's why they can be better-called Crypto-Assets.
 They run on a distributed public ledger called blockchain, which is a
record of all transactions updated and held by currency holders. The most
common cryptocurrencies are Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple, and Litecoin.
 Facebook has announced a digital currency called Libra that will roll out
for use in 2020 and allow the platform’s billions of users across the globe to
make inancial transactions online
 Bitcoin is a type of digital currency that enables instant payments to anyone.
Bitcoin was introduced in 2009. Bitcoin is based on an open-source
protocol and is not issued by any central authority.

5.11 EXPORTERS IN EAST GO TO WEST INDIAN PORTS
Context:


Patton International, an engineering goods company, was moving more than half
its containers from Kolkata to Mumbai for exports to the US due to a shortage of
containers on the east coast

Major ports in India
Kolkata Port
 Only riverine major
port in India.
 Known for twin dock
systems viz., Kolkata
Dock System (KDS) on
the eastern bank and
Haldia Dock Complex
(HDC) on the western
bank of river Hooghly.

Paradip Port
 located at con luence of
river Mahanadi in Bay
of Bengal in Odisha.
 It was the irst major port on East Coast commissioned in independent India.

New Mangalore Port
 Located at a site called Panambur in Karnataka at Gurupura river
con luence with Arabian Sea.

Cochin Port
 located on the Willington island on the South-West coast of India; located
on the cross roads of the East-West Ocean trade
 The port is called natural gateway to the vast industrial and agricultural
produce markets of the South-West India.

Jawaharlal Nehru Port
 It is also known as Nhava Sheva and is the largest container port in India,
handling around half of containers of all major ports.
 It is located on eastern shore of Mumbai harbour oﬀ Elephanta Island and
is accessed via Thane creek.
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Mumbai Port
 One of the oldest modern ports of India. Initially the location was used by
navies of Shivaji.

Kandla Port
 Kandla port was built after partition as the Karachi port on western coast
had gone to Pakistan. It is known for handling much of the crude oil
imports of India.

Vishakhapatnam Port
 Vizag port is located in Andhra Pradesh and is known for bulk of Cargo
handling on east coast.

Chennai Port
 Chennai Port is the largest port in the Bay of Bengal and second largest
port of India after JNPT. It is largest port at east coast.

Tuticorin Port
 This port has been now renamed as V.O.Chidambaranar Port. It is located in
the Gulf of Mannar.
 Tuticorin is the only port in South India to provide a direct weekly container
service to the United States.

Ennore Port
 This port is now named as Kamarajar Port Limited. It is irst corporate
port of India and is registered as a public company with 68% stake held by
government.

Mormugao Port
 Mormugao port in Goa is leading iron ore exporting port of India.

Port Blair Port
 Port Blair is the 13th and youngest major port of India declared so in 2010.
The port is of strategic importance to India and is closer to two international
shipping lines viz. Saudi Arabia-Singapore and US-Singapore.

5.12 NATIONAL DIGITAL DRUGS DATABANK
Context:


The Competition Commission of India (CCI) has recommended the creation of a
National Digital Drugs Databank and strict enforcement of drug quality
standards to boost price competition among generic drugs in India.

What are the key ﬁndings of the CCI?
 The CCI found that the market for generic drugs is driven by brand
competition instead of price competition despite such drugs being
functionally and chemically identical. Generic drugs are chemically identical
to drugs that once had patent protection.
 Pharmaceuticals including generic drugs account for about 43.2 per cent of
out of pocket healthcare expenditure in India according to the CCI study and
about 62.7 per cent of the total health spending in the country.
 The study concluded that brand diﬀerentiation in terms of a perception of
diﬀerent levels of quality and trade margins oﬀered to incentivise chemists
were key drivers of brand competition in India’s markets for generics.
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National digital drugs databank
 A national digital drugs databank will help in addressing "information
asymmetry" as well as provide key inputs in mapping the regulatory needs
of diﬀerent states, according to a pharmaceutical sector study conducted by
the Competition Commission of India.
 The Competition Commission of India (CCI) has pitched for a multipronged and harmonised regulatory response to the issue of drug quality,
including setting up a national digital drugs database.
 A comprehensive, online, centralised drug databank consolidating real time data on active pharmaceutical manufacturing companies in the
country,
therapeutic
class
wise/formulation-wise
approved
branded/unbranded products along with their manufacturing and marketing
entities may be created, maintained, and made accessible to regulators,
industry, physicians and consumers
 Such a database, the watchdog said, will help address information
asymmetry and provide important inputs in mapping the regulatory
needs in diﬀerent states.
 Information gaps on grant of licences, inspections and prosecutions for noncompliance, among others, could be bridged through real-time data that
could be published on a central online portal, it added.

5.13 FERTILIZER SECTOR
Context:


Measures should be taken to reform the fertilizer sector to keep a check on the
rising fertilizer subsidy bill

Background
 Fertilizer subsidy has doubled in a short period of three years. For 2021- 22,
the Union Budget has estimated fertilizer subsidy at ₹79,530 crore (from
₹66,468 crore in 2017-18) but it is likely to reach a much higher level due to
the recent upsurge in the prices of energy, the international prices of urea
and other fertilizers, and India’s dependence on imports.
 The government introduced the Nutrient Based Subsidy (NBS) in 2010 to
address the growing imbalance in fertilizer use in many States, which is
skewed towards urea (N). However, only non-nitrogenous fertilizers (P and
K) moved to NBS; urea was left out.
Nutrient-Based Subsidy (NBS)
 Under the NBS regime – fertilizers are provided to the farmers at the
subsidized rates based on the nutrients (N, P, K & S) contained in these
fertilizers.
 The subsidy on Phosphatic and Potassic (P&K) fertilizers is announced by the
Government on an annual basis for each nutrient on a per kg basis – which
are determined taking into account the international and domestic prices of
P&K fertilizers, exchange rate, inventory level in the country etc.
 NBS policy intends to increase the consumption of P&K fertilizers so that
optimum balance (N: P: K= 4:2:1) of NPK fertilization is achieved.
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 This would improve soil health and as a result the yield from the crops
would increase, resulting in enhanced income to the farmers.
 Also, as the government expects rational use of fertilizers, this would also ease
oﬀ the burden of fertilizer subsidy.
 It is being implemented from April 2010 by the Department of Fertilizers,
Ministry of Chemicals & Fertilizers.

5.14 GOVT INKS DEAL TO PHASE OUT EQUALISATION LEVY
Context:


Signing a pact for the transition from equalisation levy, India and the US agreed
for a transitional approach on equalisation levy or digital tax on e-commerce
supplies beginning April 1

Phasing Out of equalisation levy
 India and the United States have agreed to the same terms … shall apply
between the United States and India with respect to India’s charge of 2
per cent equalisation levy on e-commerce supply of services and the
United States’ trade action regarding the said Equalisation Levy.
 However, the interim period that will be applicable will be from April 1,
2022, till implementation of Pillar One or March 31, 2024, whichever is
earlier
 It helps ensure that countries can focus their collective eﬀorts on the
successful implementation of the OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework’s historic
agreement on a new multilateral tax regime and allows for the termination of
trade measures adopted in response to the Indian equalization levy
 The proposed two-pillar solution of the global tax deal consists of two
components — Pillar One, which is about reallocation of an additional
share of pro it to the market jurisdictions and Pillar Two, consisting of
minimum tax and subject to tax rules.

Equalisation levy
 Equalisation levy at 6% has been in force since 2016 on payment exceeding
Rs 1 lakh a year to a non-resident service provider for online advertisements.
 It is now applicable for e-commerce companies that are sourcing revenue
from Indian customers without having tangible presence here in the country.
 The amendments to the Finance Act, 2020 had expanded the ambit of the
equalisation levy for non-resident e-commerce operators involved in
supply of services, including online sale of goods and provision of services,
with the levy at the rate of 2% eﬀective April 1, 2020.
 The tax applies on e-commerce transactions on websites such as
Amazon.com. Google in particular as the tax applies on advertising revenue
earned overseas if those ads target customers in India.

5.15 CORPORATES AS PROM OTERS OF BANK
Context:


The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has maintained status quo on the issue of
corporate entry into the banking space. The central bank has opted neither to
accept nor reject the proposal of an Internal Working Group (IWG) of the RBI
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that large corporate houses should be allowed as promoters of banks “only after
necessary amendments” to the Banking Regulations Act, 1949.

Major Recommendation of IWG:
 Large corporate/industrial houses may be allowed as promoters of banks
only after necessary amendments to the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 (to
prevent connected lending and exposures between the banks and other
inancial and non- inancial group entities); and
 Strengthening of the supervisory mechanism for large conglomerates,
including consolidated supervision.
 Well run large Non-banking Financial Companies (NBFCs), with an asset size
of ₹50,000 crore and above, including those which are owned by a corporate
house, may be considered for conversion into banks subject to completion of
10 years of operations and meeting due diligence criteria and compliance
with additional conditions speci ied in this regard.
 For Payments Banks intending to convert to a Small Finance Bank, track
record of 3 years of experience as Payments Bank may be considered as
suf icient.
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6. SPECIES IN NEWS
6.1. KAISER-I-HIND IS ARUNACHAL’S STATE BUTTERFLY
Context:


An elusive swallowtail butter ly carrying ‘India’ in its name and found in next door China will become the State butter ly of Arunachal Pradesh. The State
Cabinet approved the large, brightly coloured Kaiser-i-Hind as the State
butter ly.

Kaiser-i-Hind
 Kaiser-i-Hind (Teinopalpus imperialis) literally means Emperor of India.
This butter ly with a 90-120 mm wingspan is found in six States along the
eastern Himalayas at elevations from
6,000-10,000 feet in well-wooded terrain.
 The butter ly also lutters in Nepal,
Bhutan, Myanmar, Laos, Vietnam and
southern China.
 The State Wildlife Board had in January
2020 accepted the proposal from Koj
Rinya, the divisional forest of icer of Hapoli
Forest Division in the Lower Subansiri
district to accept the Kaiser-i-Hind as the
State butter ly.
 The proposal was made with a view to boosting butter ly tourism and
saving the species from extinction in the State.
 Although the Kaiser-i-Hind is protected under Schedule II of Wildlife
(Protection) Act, 1972, it is hunted for supply to butter ly collectors
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7. GEOGRAPHICAL EVENTS AND ENVIRONMENT
7.1. NET ZERO CARBON EMISSION BY 2070
Context:


Prime Minister of India, in his address at the ongoing COP 26 announced a bold
pledge that India will achieve net zero carbon emissions by 2070 and asserted
that it is the only country that is delivering in "letter and spirit" the
commitments on tackling climate change under the Paris Agreement.

Nationally Determined Contributions







PM has announcedIndia's updated nationally determined contributions
(NDCs) at the COP 26, irst time since 2015.
As per the new NDC, 50% of electricity generation will come from
renewable energy sources by 2030
And the target of achieving 450 giga watt non-fossil energy capacity has been
increased to 500 giga watt by 2030.
For the irst time, India announced the target of achieving net zero emission
by 2070
And that it will reduce carbon emissions by one billion tonnes by 2030.
These were not a part of the 2015 NDCs.
India's eﬀorts though will have to be supported by the availability of climate
inance from developed countries. Without foreign capital, on concessional
terms, this transition will prove to be dif icult.

Net zero


‘Net zero emissions’ refers to achieving an overall balance between greenhouse
gas emissions produced and greenhouse gas emissions taken out of the
atmosphere.More than 50 countries have pledged to carbon-neutrality by
middle of the century. China has said it would achieve this status by 2060;
Germany has announced a target of 2045.

7.2. RESCUE GUIDE LAUNCHED FOR GANGES DOLPHINS
Context:


The Jal Shakti Ministry released a guide for the safe rescue and release of
stranded Ganges River Dolphins.

Guide for the safe rescue and release






The document has been prepared by the Turtle Survival Alliance, India
Program and Environment, Forest and Climate Change Department
(EFCCD), Uttar Pradesh
The manual, endorsed by the IUCN Cetacean Specialist Group, has details of
identi ication of the species and on-site and oﬀ-site operations.
The oﬀ-site operations include permit and equipment while on-site involves
crowd control, capture and handling, transfer, transport and release
The document says the GRD faces many threats in the Ganga Basin. “Dwindling
populations can be attributed to wide-scale habitat degradation from
pollution, hydroelectric and development projects and industrial run -oﬀ,
as well as accidental deaths via entanglement in ishing nets or by villagers from
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curiosity, opportunistic poaching for meat and oil in certain pockets of the
country,” the document added

Ganges River Dolphin









The species, whose global population is estimated at 4,000, are (nearly 80%)
found in the Indian subcontinent.
They often accidentally enter canal channels in northern India and are often
entrapped, and die as they are unable to swim up against the gradient,
eventually getting stressed and harassed by the locals.
Found throughout the Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna and Karnaphuli-Sangu
river systems of Nepal, India and Bangladesh, the Ganges River Dolphin
[Platanista gangetica gangetica] is a global priority and is also an indicator of
healthy aquatic systems
Only three species of freshwater dolphins are remaining on the earth after the
functional extinction of the Chinese river Dolphin (Baiji) in 2006. The guide was
also simultaneously released via local ishermen at the Ghaghra River, a prime
habitat where most of the rescued dolphins were released in the past few years.
The GRDs have been designated the National Aquatic Animal of India since 2010
and are listed as ‘Endangered’ under IUCN Red List Assessments, Schedule I of
the Indian Wildlife (Protection) Act (1972), Appendix I of the Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES).

7.3. ARCTIC BUTTERFLY EFFECT TRIGGERING INDIAN SHOWERS
Context:


The increase in episodes of extreme rainfall in India, including in Kerala, may
have its roots in the Arctic nearly 9,000 km away. A recent study published
in Nature journal by Indian and Norwegian scientists establishes a strong
correlation between rapid melting of ice in the Arctic, and extreme precipitation
here.

Major Findings
 Findings suggest that during the years when there is reduced summer sea
ice in the Barents-Kara sea region in the Arctic, the Indian summer monsoon
exhibits an increasednumber of extreme rainfall events at its later phase
– in September and October.
 The changes in upper atmospheric circulation due to sea ice loss,
propagate from the Arctic region towards Asia, and contribute to enhanced
moisture convection. The warm temperatures in the Arabian sea further
provides moisture required for extreme rainfall
 The researchers have based their indings on historical rainfall data
obtained from Indian Meteorological Department and sea ice data from
National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC)

7.4. GLASGOW DECLARATION
Context:


India, one of the 10 most forest-rich countries of the world, chose to stay away
November 2, 2021, as more than 100 world leaders committed to saving the
world’s forests at the 26th Conference of Parties (CoP26) to the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change in Glasgow, Scotland.
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Glasgow Declaration on Forests and Land Use




Glasgow Declaration on Forests and Land Use to the world signed by 100
countries representing 85% of the globe’s forested land, it pledges to end or
reduce deforestation by 2030.
The declaration comes on the heels of the failed 2014 New York Declaration
for Forests–which had more than 200 national, private and civil service
supporters–that promised to cut deforestation by 50% by 2020 and end it by
2030. Since then, deforestation has risen, contributing an estimated 23% of total
carbon emissions.

Funding Committed








Leaders committed $19 billion of public and private funds to “halt and
reverse deforestation and land degradation by 2030”. They represented close to
nine-tenth of world forests. The Declaration was hailed as the “biggest step” in
protecting global forests.
Of the approximately $19 billion committed, $12 billion will be public inance,
that will be committed by 12 countries including the UK within the time frame of
2021-2025.
The money will support activities in developing countries, including restoring
degraded land, tackling wild ires and supporting the rights of indigenous
communities.
There will also be $7.2 billion of private sector funding from more than 30
inancial institutions.

Countries endorsed the declaration






Countries spanning from Canada and Russia, with their northern boreal or
taiga forests to the tropical rainforests of Brazil, Colombia, Indonesia and
the Democratic Republic of the Congo endorsed the Glasgow Leaders’
Declaration on Forest and Land Use.
Together, they contain 85 per cent of the world’s forests, an area of over 13
million square miles.
Currently, almost a quarter (23 per cent) of global emissions come from land use
activity, such as logging, deforestation and farming.
Protecting forests and ending damaging land use is one of the most important
things the world can do to limit catastrophic global warming, while also
protecting the lives and futures of the 1.6 billion people worldwide — nearly 25
per cent of the world’s population — who rely on forests for their livelihoods.

India’s Stand




An Indian representative told this reporter that the linkage proposed between
trade, climate change and forest issues was unacceptable to India as it fell under
the World Trade Organization.
India is also mulling changes to the existing Forest Conservation Act, 1980 to
allow more windows of deforestation for accommodating key projects. It is an
eﬀort that might be pushed back once India becomes part of the forest pact as
proposed in Glasgow
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7.5. SUN LIGHTS UP HIGH- LATITUDE COUNTRIES
Context:


A solar lare that occurred on the Sun triggered a magnetic storm which
scientists from Centre of Excellence in Space Sciences India (CESSI), in Indian
Institutes for Science Education and Research, Kolkata, had predicted will arrive
at the Earth in the early hours of November 4

Sunspots and solar storms
 The solar magnetic cycle that works in the deep interior of the Sun
creates regions that rise to the surface and appear like dark spots. These are
the sunspots.
 Solar lares are highly energetic phenomena that happen inside the
sunspots.
 In a solar lare, the energy stored in the sun’s magnetic structures is
converted into light and heat energy.
 This causes the emission of high energy x-ray radiation and highly
accelerated charged particles to leave the sun’s surface.
 Sometimes solar lares also cause hot plasma to be ejected from the Sun,
causing a solar storm, and this is called Coronal Mass Ejection (CME).
Coronal Mass Ejections can harbour energies exceeding that of a billion
atomic bombs.
 The energy and radiation and high energy particles emitted by lares can
aﬀect Earth bound objects and life on Earth – it can aﬀect the electronics
within satellites and aﬀect astronauts.
 Very powerful Earth-directed coronal mass ejections can cause failure of
power grids and aﬀect oil pipelines and deep-sea cables. They can also
cause spectacular aurorae in the high-latitude and polar countries.
 The last time a major blackout due to a coronal mass ejection was recorded
was in 1989 – a powerful geomagnetic storm that took down the North
American power grid, plunging large parts of Canada into darkness and
triggering spectacular aurorae beyond the polar regions

7.6. METHANE POTENT AS A GREENHOUSE GAS
Context:


At the ongoing UN Climate Change Conference (the 26th Conference of PartiesCOP26) in Glasgow, the United States and the European Union have jointly
pledged to cut emissions of the greenhouse gas methane by 2030. They plan to
cut down emissions by 30% compared with the 2020 levels

Methane potent as a greenhouse gas
 Methane accounts for about a ifth of global greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions and is about 25 times as potent as carbon dioxide in trapping
heat in the atmosphere.
 In the last two centuries, methane concentrations in the atmosphere have
more than doubled, mainly due to human-related activities.
 Because methane is short-lived, compared with carbon dioxide, but at the
same time potent, the logic is that removing it would have a signi icant
positive impact.
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 Methane is emitted from a variety of anthropogenic (human-in luenced)
and natural sources.
 The human sources include land ills, oil and natural gas systems,
agricultural activities as well as livestock rearing, coal mining,
stationary and mobile combustion, wastewater treatment, and certain
industrial processes.
 Sources of methane can be harnessed for energy and in principle reduce
dependence on energy sources that emit high carbon dioxide but the lack of
incentives and ef icient energy markets to realise this is an impediment to
curtailing methane emissions.

7.7 ZERO - EMISSION CARS BY 2040
Context:


India has joined over 30 other countries in signing a declaration that promises to
work towards ensuring that only zero-emission cars and vans are sold by the
year 2040.

Zero-emission cars
 This timeline is meant mainly for the developed country signatories, and
is not a legally-binding commitment. Emerging markets like India have
only promised to work “intensely towards accelerated proliferation and
adoption of zero-emission vehicles”.
 The declaration formed a sideshow at the UNclimate conference (COP26)
currently underway at Glasgow, and is one among the many voluntary
initiatives that diﬀerent sets of countries launch at these meetings.
 Roadtransport accounts for about 10 per cent of global greenhouse gas
emissions, and signi icant reductions from this sector is considered essential
to meeting the goal of keeping global temperature rise within 2 degrees
Celsius from pre-industrial levels.
 At the initiative of the UK government, the COP26 host, India has also
joined a Zero Emission Vehicle Transition Council that will discuss ways
to accelerate the push towards early adoption of zero-emission vehicles.
 In the declaration, emerging economies like India called on developed
countries to “strengthen collaboration and international support oﬀer to
facilitate a global, equitable and just transition” towards zero -emission
vehicles.
 Some major automobile companies, including Ford, General Motors,
Mercedes-Benz, Jaguar Land Rover and Volvo, have also signed the
declaration
 India have articulated a plan to transition 30 per cent of passenger cars
and 70 per cent commercial vehicles to electric vehicles by 2030 .

7.8. MONAZITE CAN BE EXTRACTED FROM BEACH SAND
Context:


The Madras High Court has directed the State government and private beach
sand mineral exporters to respond to a claim made by an amicus curiae that
37,024 tonnes of monazite, a radioactive atomic mineral used for production of
thorium, can be extracted from several lakh tonnes of raw/processed/semi49 | P a g e

processed sand now lying in the sealed godowns, stockyards and factories in
Thoothukudi, Tirunelveli and Kanniyakumari districts.

What is Monazite?
 Monazite is a rare phosphate mineral Monazite Mineral Group
with a chemical composition of Mineral
Chemical Composition
(Ce,La,Nd,Th)(PO4,SiO4).
Brabantite
CaTh(PO4)2
 It usually occurs in small isolated
Cheralite
(Ca,Ce,Th)(P,Si)O 4
grains, as an accessory mineral in
igneous and metamorphic rocks such as Gasparite-(Ce) (Ce,La,Nd)AsO4
Monazite-(Ce) CePO4
granite, pegmatite, schist, and gneiss.
 These grains are resistant to Monazite-(La) LaPO4
weathering and become concentrated Monazite-(Nd) NdPO4
in soils and sediments downslope from Monazite-(Sm) SmPO4
the host rock. When in high enough
Rooseveltite BiAsO4
concentrations, they are mined for their
rare earth and thorium content.
 Monazite sands occur on east and west coasts and in some places in
Bihar. But the largest concentrati on of monazite sand is on the Kerala
coast.
 Over 15,200 tonnes of uranium is estimated to be contained in monazite.
 Monazite is a reddish-brown phosphate mineral containing rare earth
metals.
 "Monazite" is also the name of a group of monoclinic phosphate and
arsenate minerals that share traits of composition and crystal structure. A
list of minerals in the monazite group is provided below. Note that several
varieties of monazite are included.
 Monazite is a yellowish brown to reddish brown or greenish brown
mineral with a resinous to vitreous luster. It is translucent and rarely seen in
large grains or as well-formed crystals.

7.9. CLEAN YAMUNA BY 2025
Context:


Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal announced a six-point action plan to
completely clean the Yamuna. He said work had already started on the project
and that he had set timelines for every small aspect of the project and would
keep revisiting its progress every 15 to 30 days to ensure that it is completed by
February 2025.

Action plan
 The action plan includes building new sewage treatment plants (STP),
increasing capacity of existing STPs, and rolling in new technology to
make sure that pollutants do not low into the Yamuna.
 The Delhi Government proposes to carry out in situ treatment of the city’s
major drains. Work to clean the Najafgarh, Barapullah, Supplementary and
Ghazipur drains has started, the Government said. Other measures include
diverting industrial waste.
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 All industrial waste will be diverted to the common ef luent treating
plants and promised a crackdown on industries for not sending its waste to
the treatment plants.
 The drainage system of JJ clusters will be connected to the larger sewer
network to completely stop stormwater drains from being polluted.
 The Delhi Government also proposed to connect every household to the
sewer network and has identi ied areas where despite provisions for every
house to be connected to the sewer network, waste lows into many small
and big waste-carrying drains that low into stormwater drains that
ultimately ends up in the Yamuna.
 The Delhi Government will connect each and every household to the sewer
network. There will be no need of illing an application or getting the
connection done
 The Government plans to complete desilting of the 9,225-km sewer
network inside Delhi in the next six months after which any area in which
the sewer line is still getting clogged by 10% or 50%, will be further cleaned
so that wastewater will easily reach the STP through the sewer line for
treatment.

7.10. AMAZON DEFORESTATION SURGES TO WORST IN 15 YEARS
Context:


The area deforested in Brazil's Amazon reached a 15-year high after a 22% jump
from the prior year, according to of icial data published on November 18.

Findings of National Institute for Space Research
 The National Institute for Space Research’s Prodes monitoring system
showed the Brazilian Amazon lost 13,235 square kilometers of
rainforest in the 12-month reference period from August 2020 to July
2021. That's the most since 2006.
 Before Jair Bolsonaro’s term began in January 2019, the Brazilian Amazon
hadn’t recorded a single year with more than 10,000 square kilometers of
deforestation in over a decade.
 Between 2009 and 2018, the average was 6,500 square kilometers. Since
then, the annual average leapt to 11,405 square kilometers, and the threeyear total is an area bigger than the State of Maryland.
 The State of Para accounted for 40% of deforestation from August 2020
to July 2021, according to the data, the most of any of nine States in the
Amazon region.
 But its year-on-year increase was slight compared to Mato Grosso and
Amazonas States, which together accounted for 34% of the the region's
destruction. The two states suﬀered 27% and 55% more deforestation,
respectively.
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Amazon Rainforest
 The Amazon covers a
huge area (6.7 million
sq km) of South
America – mainly in
Brazil but also Bolivia,
Colombia,
Ecuador,
French
Guiana,
Guyana,
Peru,
Suriname
and
Venezuela.
 Comprising about 40
percent of Brazil’s total
area, it is bounded by
the Guiana Highlands to
the north, the Andes Mountains to the west, the Brazilian central plateau to
the south, and the Atlantic Ocean to the east.
 South America’s Amazon contains nearly a third of all the tropical rainforests
left on Earth. Despite covering only around 1% of the planet’s surface, the
Amazon is home to 10% of all the wildlife species we know about – and
probably a lot that we don’t know yet.
 On average, a 'new' species of animal or plant is being discovered in the
Amazon every 3 days. However, tragically, because huge parts of the forest
are being destroyed so fast, we may never know all the riches it holds.
 The Amazon is home to about three million species of plants and animals,
and one million indigenous people.
 It is a vital carbon store that slows down the pace of global warming.

7.11. ALGAL BLOOM AFFECTS CORAL REEF ECOSYSTEM IN GULF OF
MANNAR
Context:




Corals were found to be aﬀected by the asphyxiation caused by the N. scintillans
bloom in Valai and Thalaiyari islands that triggered the massive death of marine
organisms.
Researchers ascertained that the green tide was the blooming of Noctiluca
scintillans, which is non-toxic.

Algal bloom
 Proliferation or outbreak of N. scintillans, a free-living marine dino lagellate
phytoplankton, results in millions of cells per litre of water, which is
known as algal bloom.
 Massive ish mortality is often associated with algal blooms due to depletion
of dissolved oxygen level caused by N. scintillans respiration. Further, the
dense cells of N. scintillans can damage ish gills.
 The Noctiluca bloom in 2021 has severely aﬀected a larger area than before
between Rameswaram and Punnakayal in Thoothukudi district in GoM and
ish mortality is signi icantly higher.
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 Factors like well-mixed and nutrient-rich waters, seasonal circulation,
currents and nutrient enrichment of coastal waters by human activities
in luence the occurrence and intensity of algal blooms.
 Climate change has been reported to be the prime reason for such blooms
and, predictably, blooms will recur in future as climate change worsens
 The annual blooming phenomena in licts a loss not merely to corals but also
to coral-associated biodiversity particularly the ishery resources and
ultimately to the livelihood of the dependent people.

7.12. POLLUTION IN WATERBODIES AROUND THERMAL POWER PLANT
Context:


A new study has revealed extensive and rampant pollution in the areas around
Maharashtra State Power Generation Company (Mahagenco) 2400 MW Koradi
and 1340 MW Khaparkheda thermal power plants.

Water Pollution
 The study has found surface and
groundwater contaminated with toxic  A list of heavy metals
according to their density of
metals like mercury, arsenic, aluminium,
being
greater
than
5
lithium etc. and has recorded widespread
g/cm3 and which are more
contamination of air, water and soil due to
common in our everyday life
ly ash.
are:
 The report of the study, titled “Polluted
 Titanium
Power: How Koradi and Khaperkheda
 Vanadium
Thermal Power Stations Are Impacting the
 Chromium
Environment” has called for an immediate
 Manganese
halt to the discharge of pollutants from the
 Iron
power plants and ash ponds.
 Cobalt
 Water samples were collected from 25
 Nickel
locations
including
surface
and
 Copper
groundwater (across rivers like Kanhan and
 Zinc
Kolar) and treatment facilities.
 Arsenic
 Fly ash samples were collected from ive
 Molybdenum
locations including ash ponds of the two
 Silver
power plants and a couple of households.
 Cadmium
 Detailed village-level surveys were done for
 Tin
21 villages, as well with a similar number of
 Platinum
individual households and farmers.
 Gold
 As per the study, almost every water
 Mercury
sample, in every season including monsoon,
 Lead
failed to pass the standards set for
drinking water by the Bureau of Indian
Standards, the IS 10500: 2012 (acceptable limits) and other relevant
standards, with the sole exceptions of samples from Water ATM output.
 The study found several water samples with toxic elements like mercury,
arsenic, lithium, aluminium etc. exceeding the safe limits by 10-15 times.
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Source of heavy metal:
 Heavy metal pollution has emerged due to anthropogenic activity which is
the prime cause of pollution, primarily due to mining the metal, smelting,
foundries, and other industries that are metal-based, leaching of metals from
diﬀerent sources such as land ills, waste dumps, excretion, livestock and
chicken manure, runoﬀs, automobiles and roadworks.
 Heavy metal use in the agricultural ield has been the secondary source of
heavy metal pollution, such as the use of pesticides, insecticides, fertilisers,
and more.
 Natural causes can also increase heavy metal pollution such as volcanic
activity, metal corrosion, metal evaporation from soil and water and
sediment re-suspension, soil erosion, geological weathering
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8. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
8.1. JAMES WEBB SPACE TELESCOPE
Context:


The James Webb Space Telescope scheduled to be sent into orbit no earlier than
December 22 is NASA’s largest and most powerful space science telescope ever
constructed.

James Webb Space Telescope




Carrying four scienti ic instruments – Near-Infrared Camera, Near-Infrared
Spectrograph, Mid-Infrared Instrument, and Near-Infrared Imager and
Slitless Spectrograph – the telescope will “hunt for the unobserved formation
of the irst galaxies, as well as to look inside dust clouds where stars and
planetary systems are forming today
The collected data will help ind answers to questions in four areas of modern
astronomy:
 First light
 Assembly of galaxies
 Birth of stars and protoplanetary systems
 Planetary systems and the origin of life.

Redshift
 The light from the irst stars and galaxies formed nearly 13.6 billion years
ago will have to travel through space and time before reaching the telescope.
By the time this light reaches the telescope, its colour changes, and this
phenomenon is called redshift.

Birth of stars and planetary systems
 Stars are born within clouds of warm gas and dust and young stars usually
emit radiation in the near- and mid-infrared in the early stages, Webb’s
near- and mid-infrared will help study these star-forming regions.
 Webb is also designed to study our Solar System’s planets – Mars, Jupiter,
Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune – and their satellites. It will also study comets,
asteroids, and minor planets at or beyond the orbit of Mars.

Webb vs other space telescopes
 The Webb telescope is said to be the scienti ic successor to the Hubble and
Spitzer space telescopes. Webb has a larger primary mirror — about 2.5
times larger in diameter than Hubble’s mirror. Webb will operate much
farther from Earth (1.5 million km away).
 The Kepler telescope launched in 2009 and retired in 2018 helped identify
planets that are located in or near the habitable zone of other stars.
 Kepler was “designed to be a “wide and shallow” survey telescope, while
Webb is designed for “narrow and deep” focused studies with near and
mid-IR imaging and spectroscopy.”
 Another large infrared telescope — the Herschel Space Observatory —
built and operated by the European Space Agency was active from 2009
to 2013.
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 But Webb and Herschel are complementary. Webb will be sensitive to
wavelengths from visible light to mid-infrared, while Herschel was sensitive
in the far-infrared wavelength.

8.2. CHINESE ASTRONAUTS COMPLETE SPACE WALK
Context:


Two Chinese astronauts completed a space walk outside the core module of a
future space station, with 41-year-old Wang Yaping becoming the irst Chinese
woman to perform the manoeuvre

Tiangong
 Tiangong means “Heavenly Space”.
 It is to begin its operations in 2022.Still many modules are to be launched
and assembled to complete the space station.
 The Chinese Space Station, Tiangong will orbit the earth in the low earth
orbit at a height of 400 to 450 kilometres.
 The lifespan of the space station is ifteen years.Itweighs more than 90
tonnes.
 The size of Tiangong Space Station will be a quarter the size of the
International Space Station

8.3. LEONIDS METEOR SHOWER
Context:


The annual Leonids Meteor Shower has begun. This year’s shower is active
between November 6 and 30, with peak activity expected on November 17.

Leonids Meteor Shower
 The debris that forms this meteor shower originates from a small comet
called 55P/Tempel-Tuttle in the constellation Leo, which takes 33 years
to orbit the sun.
 The Leonids are considered to be a major shower that features the fastest
meteors, which typically travel at speeds of 71 km per second, although
the rates are often as low as 15 meteors per hour, NASA notes.
 The Leonids are also called ireballs and earthgazer meteors. Fireballs,
because of their bright colours, and earthgazer, because they streak close to
the horizon.
 Every 33 years, a Leonid shower turns into a meteor storm , which is
when hundreds to thousands of meteors can be seen every hour. A meteor
storm should have at least 1,000 meteors per hour.
 In 1966, a Leonid storm oﬀered views of thousands of meteors that fell
through the Earth’s atmosphere per minute during a period of 15 minutes,
NASA notes. The last such storm took place in2002.
 The showers are visible on any cloudless night when the Moon is not very
bright. Ideally, the viewing location should have no light pollution; the
farther away from cities the better.
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8.4. DOUBLE ASTEROID REDIRECTION TEST (DART) MISSION
Context:


On November 24, at around 11.50 am (IST), NASA will launch the agency’s irst
planetary defense test mission named the Double Asteroid Redirection Test
(DART).

Double Asteroid Redirection Test (DART)
 The main aim of the mission is
to test the newly developed
technology that would allow a
spacecraft to crash into an
asteroid and change its
course.
 The
spacecraft
will
be
launched on a SpaceX Falcon
9 rocket from Vandenberg
Space Force Base in California.
 The target of the spacecraft is
a small moonlet called
Dimorphos (Greek for “two forms”). It is about 160-metre in diameter and
the spacecraft is expected to collide when it is 11 million kilometres away
from Earth.
 Dimorphos orbits a larger asteroid named Didymos (Greek for “twin”)
which has a diameter of 780 metres.
 The asteroid and the moonlet do not pose any threat to Earth and the
mission is to test the new technology to be prepared in case an asteroid
heads towards Earth in the future.
 The spacecraft will navigate to the moonlet and intentionally collide
with it at a speed of about 6.6 kilometres per second or 24,000 kilometres
per hour. The collision is expected to take place between September 26 and
October 1, 2022.
 It is a suicide mission and the spacecraft will be completely destroyed .
Across the globe, various telescopes will work together and observe the
event and study the impact of DART – changes in the moonlet’s orbit.
 Didymos is a perfect system for the test mission because it is an eclipsing
binary which means it has a moonlet that regularly orbits the asteroid
and we can see it when it passes in front of the main asteroid.
 Earth-based telescopes can study this variation in brightness to understand
how long it takes Dimorphos to orbit Didymos.
 The timing for the DART impact is when the Didymos system is closest to the
Earth. So the telescopes can really make the most precise measurement
possible
 NASA states that DART is a low-cost spacecraft, weighing around 610 kg
at launch and 550 kg during impact.
 The main structure is a box (1.2 × 1.3 × 1.3 metres). It has two solar arrays
and uses hydrazine propellant for maneuvering the spacecraft.
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8.5. NOROVIRUS OUTBREAK
Context:


An acute diarrhoeal disease outbreak reported amongst students of the College
of Veterinary Sciences at Pookkode, near Vythiri in Wayanad district, was
con irmed as Norovirus (NoV) by the authorities

What is NoV and how does it spread?
 Norovirus is an important cause of acute non-bacterial gastroenteritis in
children as well as adults worldwide.
 The virus was irst discovered in connection with an outbreak of acute
diarrhoeal disease in Norwalk, Ohio, in 1968 and was called the Norwalk
Virus.
 Later, severa l stomach lu viruses closely linked to the Norwalk virus were
found and together, these are now called Noroviruses.
 Many stomach lu outbreaks typically in cruise ships have been traced to
NoV. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) says ov er 20
million cases of acute diarrhoeal disease caused by NoV are reported
annually in the U.S, a chunk of which are food-borne infections.
 According to literature, in one study, in New Delhi, NoV was found to be the
second most predominant virus (25.7%) after rotavirus.
 In southern India, norovirus infection rates of about 10% and 44.4% were
reported in two diﬀerent studies during 2005-06 while a birth cohort study
found that about 11.2% of diarrhoeal episodes were attributable to NoV.
 Infection is characterised by an acute onset of nausea, vomiting,
abdominal cramps, and diarrhoea.
 The symptoms usually begin 12 to 48 hours after exposure to the
infective agent and generally subside within two days.
 There is no speci ic treatment; rest and rehydration with warm luids should
be enough.
 The disease is self-limiting and rarely dangerous unless severe
dehydration is allowed to set in.
 However, more care is needed if very young children, elderly or pregnant
women are infected.
 Transmission occurs predominantly by the faecal-oral route, directly or
indirectly, through the ingestion of contaminated water or food or surfaces
which might have been contaminated when handled carelessly by an infected
person or his care-giver

8.6. AUTOPSY CAN BE DONE AFTER SUNSET
Context:


The Union Health Ministry revised the post-mortem protocols to allow for
conducting the procedure after sunset.

Autopsy
 An autopsy is a detailed dissection of a deceased person, done to
determine why they died.
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 An autopsy may be performed to determine the cause of death, to observe
the eﬀects of disease, and to establish the evolution and mechanisms of
disease processes.
 A doctor examines the remains inside and out. They can remove internal
organs for testing and collect samples of tissue or bodily luids such as blood.
 The exam usually takes 1 to 2 hours. Many times, experts can igure out
the cause of death in that time.

Virtual autopsy
 In a virtual autopsy, doctors use radiation to examine the innards to
reach a conclusion about the cause of death.
 A CT or an MRI machine could be used, in the same way that they are used to
scan a living human’s body.
 A virtual autopsy is also faster than a traditional one — 30 minutes and
more cost-eﬀective.

8.7. RHEUMATIC HEART DISEASE
Context:


A regular, aﬀordable penicillin treatment can prevent the risk of underlying
rheumatic heart disease (RHD) progression in children and adolescents,
according to a new study.

Rheumatic heart disease
 Rheumatic heart disease starts as a sore throat from a bacterium called
Streptococcus pyogenes (group A streptococcus) which can pass easily
from person to person in the same way as other upper respiratory tract
infections. Strep infections are most common in childhood.
 In some people, repeated strep infections cause the immune system to
react against the tissues of the body including in laming and scarring the
heart valves.
 This is what is referred to as rheumatic fever. Rheumatic heart disease
results then from the in lammation and scarring of heart valves caused by
rheumatic fever.

Who is at risk?
 Rheumatic fever mostly aﬀects children and adolescents in low- and middleincome countries, especially where poverty is widespread and access to
health services is limited.
 People who live in overcrowded and poor conditions are at greatest risk of
developing the disease.

Symptoms of heart valve damage that is associated with rheumatic
heart disease may include:






chest pain or discomfort
shortness of breath
swelling of the stomach, hands or feet
fatigue
rapid or irregular heart beat
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How is rheumatic heart disease treated?
 There is no cure for rheumatic heart disease and the damage to the heart
valves are permanent.
 Patients with severe rheumatic heart disease will often require surgery to
replace or repair the damages valve or valves.
 Depending on the severity of disease, medication may also be needed to treat
symptoms of heart failure or heart rhythm abnormalities
 Since rheumatic heart disease results from rheumatic fever, an important
strategy is to prevent rheumatic fever from occurring.
 Treatment of strep throat with appropriate antibiotics will prevent
rheumatic fever.

8.8. AUTOMATED FACIAL RECOGNITION SYSTEM
Context:


Facebook, now renamed as Meta Platforms Inc, said earlier this month it is
shutting down its facial recognition technology (FRT) on its platform. Rights
activists have for long questioned its use citing algorithmic bias and mass
surveillance. The National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) has requested for
proposals to create a National Automated Facial Recognition System (NAFRS) to
build a national database of photographs to identify criminals.

National Automated Facial Recognition System
 AFRS works by maintaining a large database with photos and videos of
peoples’ faces. Then, a new image of an unidenti ied person — often taken
from CCTV footage — is compared to the existing database to ind a match
and identify the person.
 The arti icial intelligence technology used for pattern- inding and
matching is called “neural networks”.
 While ingerprints and iris scans provide far more accurate matching results,
automatic facial recognition is an easier solution especially for
identi ication amongst crowds
 The NCRB, which manages crime data for police, would like to use
automated facial recognition to identify criminals, missing people, and
unidenti ied dead bodies, as well as for “crime prevention”.
 It’s Request for Proposal calls for gathering CCTV footage, as well as photos
from newspapers, raids, and sketches.
 The project is aimed at being compatible with other biometrics such as iris
and ingerprints. It will be a mobile and web application hosted in NCRB’s
Data Centre in Delhi, but used by all police stations in the country.
 Automated Facial Recognition System can play a very vital role in improving
outcomes in the area of Criminal identi ication and veri ication by
facilitating easy recording, analysis, retrieval and sharing of
Information between diﬀerent organisations.
 NCRB has proposed integrating this facial recognition system with
multiple existing databases.
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 The most prominent is the NCRB-managed Crime and Criminal Tracking
Network & Systems (CCTNS). Facial recognition has been proposed in the
CCTNS program since its origin.
 The new facial recognition system will also be integrated with
Integrated Criminal Justice System (ICJS), as well as state-speci ic systems,
the Immigration, Visa and Foreigners Registration & Tracking (IVFRT), and
the Koya Paya portal on missing children.
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9. MISSILES IN NEWS
9.1. INS VISAKHAPATNAM
Context:


Indigenously designed INS Visakhapatnam was commissioned. The Prime
Minister also reiterated that eﬀorts towards defence modernisation will
continue with full vigour.

INS Visakhapatnam
 INS Visakhapatnam is the irst stealth-guided missile destroyer ship of
Project 15B.
 INS Visakhapatnam has been
constructed using indigenous
steel DMR 249A and is
amongst the largest destroyers
constructed in India with an
overall length of 163m and
displacement of over 7,400
tons.
 The ship has a signi icant
indigenous content of approx.
75 per cent contributing
towards
AtmaNirbhar
Bharat.
 The ship is a potent platform capable of undertaking multifarious tasks and
missions spanning the full spectrum of maritime warfare.
 Visakhapatnam is equipped with an array of weapons and sensors, which
include supersonic surface-to-surface and surface-to-air missiles, medium
and short-range guns, anti-submarine rockets and advanced electronic
warfare and communication suits.
 The ship is propelled by a powerful combined gas and gas propulsion
which enables her speed of over 30 knots. The ship has the capability of
embarking two integrated helicopters to further extend its reach.
 The ship boasts of a very high level of automation with sophisticated
digital networks, a Combat Management System and an Integrated Platform
Management System.

9.2. AK-203 ASSAULT RIFLES
Context:


The Defence Acquisition Council (DAC) which met under the Chairmanship of
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh approved the long-pending deal for the
manufacture of 6.71 lakh AK-203 assault ri les in India.

AK-203 assault riﬂes
 The project envisages the production of up to 700,000 AK-203 assault ri les.
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 All outstanding issues relating to cost and indigenous content in the weapons
have been ironed out and India’s defence ministry is looking at an early
conclusion of the deal, one of the of icials cited above said.
 The joint venture between Kalashnikov and a new weapons
manufacturing division carved out of the erstwhile Ordnance Factory
Board (OFB) seeks to provide a push to the government’s Atmanirbhar
Bharat Abhiyan (self-reliant India campaign).
 While the OFB has a 50.5 per cent stake in the joint venture, Kalashnikov has
42 per cent and Rosoboronexport 7.5 per cent.

AK series
 AK series (known in Russia as ‘Avtomat Kalashnikova ) of ri les are a series
of automatic ri les of
Russia (erstwhile
Soviet Union) based on
the design of Mikhail
Kalashnikov.
 The AK series of ri les
are known for not
getting jammed and
they can work in
extreme climatic and
terrain
conditions. They are eﬀective in sand, soil and water.
 AK 203 are going to replace the INSAS ri les in India.
 AK-203 has an eﬀective range of 400 metres and is considered to be 100%
precise
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10. MISCELLEANEOUS
10.1 GALLANTRY AWARDS
Context:


Group Captain Abhinandan Varthaman, who was held captive for three days by
Pakistan after he chased and downed a Pakistani ighter jet in 2019, was
awarded Vir Chakra, the third highest wartime gallantry award, by President
Ram Nath Kovind.

Gallantry Awards




Gallantry
Awards
are
presented to the personnel
in the forces for bravery
and valour.
The Gallantry awards that
are conferred in India are
as follows (in the order of
precedence):
1. Param Vir Chakra
2. Ashoka Chakra
3. Mahavir Chakra
4. Kirti Chakra
5. Vir Chakra
6. Shaurya Chakra

Major facts about the Gallantry Awards
 The irst 3 awards in this category that came into existence after
independence are- Param Vir Chakra, Maha Vir Chakra, and Vir Chakra.
 These awards are conferred twice a year- on Republic Day and Independence
Day.
 The other 3 gallantry awards were introduced in 1952- Ashok Chakra Class I,
Ashok Chakra Class II, Ashok Chakra Class III. Later, they were named as
Ashok Chakra, Kirti Chakra and Shaurya Chakra.
 The gallantry Awards have a certain selection process for the recipients.

10.2 COTTON CORPORATION OF INDIA
Context:


The Cotton Corporation of India (CCI) sees buoyant market prices precluding the
need for a Minimum Support Price (MSP) operation during the current cotton
season (October 2021 to September 2022).

Cotton Corporation of India
 CCI was established on 31st July 1970 under the administrative control of
Ministry of Textiles, Government of India as a Public Sector Undertaking
under the Companies Act 1956.
 It’s a Government of India’s corporate agency, engaged in diverse activities
related to trade, procurement, and export of cotton.
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 CCI is having pan India presence through headquarters at Navi Mumbai
(Maharashtra) to safeguard the economic interest of cotton farmers in all the
cotton growing regions and to ensure smooth supply of good quality cotton
to the textile industry in India.
 The major role of the CCI is to undertake price support operations,
whenever the market prices of cotton falls below the minimum support
prices (MSP).
 CCI operates in the following states as of now – Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan,
Gujarat, Maharastra, Madhya Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Tamil
Nadu and Orissa.

10.3 TOBACCO CONSUMPTION ON THE RISE IN RURAL WOMEN
Context:


An analysis of tobacco consumption in seven states and Union territories,
including Karnataka, has found increased use among women in rural areas

Findings of the report
 In a report by the Delhi-based think-tank, AF Development Centre (AFDC),
the researchers note that based on the latest NFHS-5 data (2019-2020)
tobacco consumption among women in rural India has increased from
13.67 per cent in NFHS-4 to 17.83 per cent in NFHS-5
 While the report focuses on Karnataka, Assam, Gujarat, Odisha, Uttar
Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, the data shows that the increase is prevalent
in all states except Manipur, Meghalaya and Nagaland.
 Cigarette smoking prevalence was highest in Odisha and Karnataka
with 62.50 per cent and 63.68 per cent respectively.
 Cigarette consumption is primarily limited to cities. But in rural areas, the
prevalence of smoking bidi is highest in Karnataka at 35.32 per cent
 Among smokeless tobacco, gutka-use was highest in Gujarat (69.16 per
cent) and lowest in Uttar Pradesh (24.25 per cent).
 Use of chewing tobacco, meanwhile, was highest in Assam (30.07 per
cent), followed by Karnataka and Jammu & Kashmir (28 per cent)
 In urban areas, cigarette smoking among college-going girls is on the
rise, driven by peer-pressure and within the middle class and IT crowd, by a
combination of fear-stress. However, in rural areas, while bidis are consumed
by men, smokeless tobacco consumption is prevalent among women
 The study found that 18 per cent of women tend to send children to buy
tobacco products as opposed to 5 per cent of men. This leads to tobacco
initiation in children at an early stage
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11. ALSO IN NEWS
Five climbers that were part of an 11-member trekking team, which had
gone missing during a snowstorm on the Lamkhaga Pass between October
17 and 18, were found dead
Lamkhaga Pass
 The Lamkhaga Pass (5,282 m ) is one of the toughest pass which
connects Kinnaur district of Himachal Pradesh with Harshil in
Uttrakhand.
 The Lamkhaga Pass trek starts from Chitkul the last Village of sangla
valley in Himachal, though it can be done from Harshil side also.
Lamkhaga Pass  This trek is a fairly remote trek, which was irst crossed by GreekBritish author and mountaineer Marco Alexander Pallis in 1933.
 Pallis was a Greek-British author and mountaineer who was famous
for his writings on Tibetan Buddhism. He made a irst ascent of Leo
Pargial(6790m) in 1933.
 This pass is located near Indo - Tibetan border and to cross the pass
one needs to obtain inner line permit from the district administration
of Kinnaur, Himachal Pradesh
Monoclonal antibodies
 To ight a viral infection, our bodies create proteins known as
antibodies.
 Monoclonal antibodies are arti icialantibodies that mimic the
activity of our immune systems.
 They are produced through a process that involves extracting
speci ic antibodies from human blood and then cloning them.
 These monoclonal antibodies are designed to target a virus or a
speci ic part of one — for instance, REGEN-COV2 is a cocktail of two
Monoclonal
monoclonalantibodies developed to target the SARS-CoV-2 spike
antibody
protein.
therapy
 The monoclonal antibodies bind to speci ic parts of the spike protein,
blocking its ability to infect healthy cells.
 Besides Covid-19, monoclonal antibodies have been used in the
treatment of cancers as well as Ebola and HIV.
 The therapy, a combination of monoclonal antibodies casirivimab
and imdevimab, had received the Central Drugs Standard Control
Organisation’s restricted emergency use permission.
Super Rapid Gun Mount
 is a light weight, rapid- ire naval gun providing unrivalled
performance and lexibility
Super Rapid Gun  The upgraded SRGM is a state-of-the-art weapon system having
Mount
additional features such as capability to manage diﬀerent types of
ammunition to engage fast, manoeuvring and non-manoeuvring, radio
controlled targets.
 The upgraded SRGM has the capability to ire advanced Ammunition
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Giant african
snail

Green hydrogen

with higher range and programmable ammunition.
 The upgraded version of SRGM has enhanced capability to perform
against fast manoeuvring targets like missiles and fast attack crafts
and increase the maximum engagement range.
 BHEL has been a reliable supplier of critical equipment and services in
the Defence and Aerospace sector for over three decades with the aim
of making a major contribution towards self-reliance in these sectors.
 Giant African Snail
(Achatina fulica) is
one of the worst
invasive
species
declared
by
the
International
Union
for Conservation of
Nature (IUCN).
 It is suspected to
spread eosinophilic
meningitis, septicaemia and peritonitis in humans.
 The Giant African Snail in Asia and Africa has had multiple episodes of
invasion.
 New snail populations continue to arrive in India from snail-infested
countries across the world.
 Its population found in India had a higher genetic variety than those in
the native African continent.
 This genetic variety indicates that the snail continues to have multiple
invasions in India, mainly Kerala, from diﬀerent countries.
 Hydrogen is one of the most abundant elements on earth for
a cleaner alternative fuel option.
 Type of hydrogen depend up on the process of its formation:
 Green hydrogen is produced by electrolysis of water using
renewable energy (like Solar, Wind) and has a lower carbon
footprint. Electricity splits water into hydrogen and oxygen. By
Products: Water, Water Vapor.
 Brown hydrogen is produced using coal where the emissions are
released to the air.
 Grey hydrogen is produced from natural gas where the
associated emissions are released to the air.
 Blue hydrogen is produced from natural gas, where the emissions
are captured using carbon capture and storage.
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Gahirmatha
Marine
Sanctuary

Covaxin gets
WHO nod

Parole and
furlough

 Gahirmatha is the
mass nesting spot in
Indian Ocean region
and the only turtle
sanctuary in Odisha.
 It
is
the world’s
largest
nesting
beach of Olive Ridley
Sea Turtles.
 Gahirmatha was declared a turtle sanctuary in 1997 by the Odisha
government after considering its ecological importance and as part
of eﬀorts to save the sea turtles.
 Gahirmatha Marine Sanctuary is one of the three parts of the
Bhitarkanika National Park. The other two includes the area of
Bhitarkanika National Park and the Bhitarkanika Wildlife Sanctuary
The World Health Organization (WHO) gave emergency use approval
for Bharat Biotech's Covaxin vaccine.
Covaxin:
 COVAXIN, India's indigenous COVID-19 vaccine by Bharat Biotech
is developed in collaboration with the Indian Council of Medical
Research (ICMR) - National Institute of Virology (NIV).
 The indigenous, inactivated vaccine is developed and manufactured
in Bharat Biotech's BSL-3 (Bio-Safety Level 3) high containment
facility.
 The vaccine is developed using Whole-Virion Inactivated Vero
Cell derived platform technology. Inactivated vaccines do not
replicate and are therefore unlikely to revert and cause pathological
eﬀects.
 They contain dead virus, incapable of infecting people but still able to
instruct the immune system to mount a defensive reaction
against an infection.
Parole
 Parole is a system of releasing a prisoner with suspension of the
sentence.
 The release is conditional, usually subject to behaviour, and requires
periodic reporting to the authorities for a set period of time. Parole is
considered a reformative process.
 The provision (along with furlough) was introduced with a view to
humanising the prison system
 In India, parole (as well as furlough) are covered under The Prisons
Act of 1894.
 Prisoners convicted of multiple murders or under the anti-terror
Unlawful Activities Prevention Act (UAPA) are not eligible for
parole.
 Since prisons is a State subject in the Constitution, the Prisons Act
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Molnupiravir

of each state government de ines the rules under which parole is
granted in that state.
 State governments have their own Prisoner Release on Parole
Rules. For instance, in Rajasthan, initial parole is granted for 20 days;
a second parole is for 30 days, and a third for 40 days. Thereafter, the
prisoner can apply for permanent parole
 Parole is granted by the state executive — the jail authorities
submit the report to state government — and the competent authority
takes a inal decision on grant of parole on humanitarian
considerations.
 If a plea for parole is rejected, the convict can move the High Court
challenging the order of the competent authority.
 Apart from regular parole, the superintendent of a jail can also grant
parole up to a period of seven days in emergencies.
Furlough
 This is a concept broadly similar to parole, but with some signi icant
diﬀerences.
 Furlough is given in cases of long-term imprisonment. The period
of furlough granted to a prisoner is treated as remission of his
sentence.
 Furlough is seen as a matter of right for a prisoner, to be granted
periodically irrespective of any reason, and merely to enable the
prisoner to retain family and social ties, and to counter the ill-eﬀects of
prolonged time spent in prison.
 Parole, by contrast, is not seen as a matter of right, and is given to
a prisoner for a speci ic reason, such as a death in the family or a
wedding of a blood relative.
 Parole may be denied to a prisoner even when he makes out a
suf icient case, if the competent authority is satis ied that releasing the
convict would not be in the interest of society.
 Parole is often not granted to convicts sentenced to death, or to those
who, in the opinion of jail authorities, are likely to lee when released
from prison.
 Molnupiravir, an investigational oral antiviral being developed for
the treatment of Covid-19.
 Molnupiravir works by causing viruses to make errors when
copying their own RNA, introducing mutations that inhibit replication.
 Manufactured by Merck, the drug was originally developed to treat
in luenza. It has been submitted to the US FDA for review as a Covid19 treatment.
 In India, the Optimus Group recently announced the results of
phase 3 clinical trials, which found 91.5% of patients given the drug
tested RT-PCR negative compared to 43% in the placebo group.
 Researchers developed a three-step synthesis route, which was 70%
shorter and had a seven-fold higher overall yield than the original route
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Adi
Shankaracharya

12th Ministerial
Conference
(MC12)

 Adi Shankara is said to have been born in Kaladi village on the bank
of the Periyar, the largest river in Kerala
 He left home very early in search of learning and to become a sanyasin.
 Adi Shankara is generally identi ied as the author of 116 works —
among them the celebrated commentaries (bhashyas) on 10
Upanishads, the Brahmasutra and the Gita, and poetic works including
Vivekachudamani, Maneesha Panchakam, and Saundaryalahiri.
 It has also been claimed that Adi Shankara composed texts like
Shankarasmrithi, which seeks to establish the social supremacy of
Nambuthiri Brahmins
 Shankara’s great standing is derived from his commentaries of the
prasthanatrayi (Upanishads, Brahmasutra and Gita), where he
explains his understanding of Advaita Vedanta.
 According to Advaita Vedantins, the Upanishads reveal a fundamental
principle of nonduality termed ‘brahman’, which is the reality of all
things. Advaitins understand brahman as transcending individuality
and empirical plurality.
 They seek to establish that the essential core of one’s self (atman)
is brahman. The fundamental thrust of Advaita Vedanta is that the
atman is pure non-intentional consciousness.
 It is one without a second, nondual, in inite existence, and numerically
identical with brahman. This eﬀort entails tying a metaphysics of
brahman to a philosophy of consciousness
 The 12th Ministerial Conference (MC12) will take place from
30November to 3 December 2021 in Geneva, Switzerland
 MC12 was originally scheduled to take place in June 2020 in NurSultan, Kazakhstan, but was postponed due to the COVID-19
pandemic.
Ministerial conferences
 The Ministerial Conference, which is attended by trade ministers and
other senior of icials from the organization’s 164 members, is the
highest decision-making body of the WTO.
 Under the Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the WTO, the Ministerial
Conference is to meet at least once every two years.
General Council
 The General Council is the top day-to-day decision-making body. It
meets a number of times a year in Geneva.
 The World Trade Organization (WTO) is an intergovernmental
organization that regulates and facilitates international trade between
nations.
 It of icially commenced operations on 1 January 1995, pursuant to the
1994 Marrakesh Agreement, thus replacing the General Agreement on
Tariﬀs and Trade (GATT) that had been established in 1948.
Members and observers
 The WTO has over 160 members representing 98 per cent of world
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Srinagar
declared a
‘major airport’

trade. Over 20 countries are seeking to join the WTO.
 The WTO also administers independent dispute resolution for
enforcing participants' adherence to trade agreements and resolving
trade-related disputes.
 The organization prohibits discrimination between trading partners,
but provides exceptions for environmental protection, national
security, and other important goals.
 The WTO is headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland
 The Oromo people are an ethnic group who predominantly inhabit
Oromia and Ethiopia, along with communities in neighbouring Kenya
and Somalia.
 They are the largest ethnic group in Ethiopia and the wider Horn of
Africa; according to a 2007 census, they make up about 34.5% of
Ethiopia's population, and others estimate that they make up about
40% of the population.
 As part of the year-long and nationwide celebrations of the 75th year
of Indian independence "Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav", Arunachal
Pradesh is all set to will showcase a village on the India- China border
to the world through a documentary.
Kaho village
 Kaho is the irst village from the
China border.
 The plan is to make a
documentary on Kaho and its
people who belong to the Meyor
community. Very few people
know about this village and its
signi icance
 Eleven districts in the state share
their border with China and each has a village on the international
border. It has a population of only 65 residents and a literacy rate of
64.15 per cent, according to the 2011 Census.
 The Union Ministry of Civil Aviation on Saturday declared the Srinagar
airport as a “major airport” under the Airports Economic
Regulatory Authority Act, 2008 (AERA).
 In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (i) of Section 2 of
the Airports Economic Authority Act, 2008 (NO. 27 OF 2008), the
central government hereby declares the airport of Srinagar as major
airport
 The move will allow the AERA to determine the tariﬀ, including the
development fee and passenger service fee, for aeronautical
services at the Srinagar airport.
 The Centre designates an airport as a major airport if it crosses a
particular volume of annual passenger traf ic.
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 Under the AERA, the Centre can designate an airport as a major
airport if it has an annual passenger traf ic of at least 35 lakh.
 Previously, the Airports Authority of India , a body under the
Ministry of Civil Aviation, would determine the traf ic for Srinagar
airport.
 For the non-major airports, these tariﬀs are determined by the
Airports Authority of India (AAI), which is a body under the Ministry
of Civil Aviation.

Yamuna’s
ammonia levels
rise

Darjeeling’s ‘Toy
Train’

China launches
three new
remote sensing
satellites

 With ammonia levels having risen in the Yamuna River, water supply
across several areas in the city has been disrupted, according to the
Delhi Jal Board (DJB).
 Ammonia is an indicator of pollution in the river, and the level was
around 2.2 ppm (parts per million)
 BIS standards permit about 0.5 ppm for drinking water
 Chlorine, which is used to disinfect the water, also neutralises
ammonia.
 But high levels of ammonia means that the chlorine byproducts
formed through reaction with ammonia, like chloramines, will be high.
 These byproducts are not safe in drinking water,
 More than two decades after the Darjeeling Himalayan Railway (DHR)
was designateda UNESCO World Heritage Site, India has inally
registered the logos of the iconic ‘Toy Train’ internationally as its
intellectual property.
 The use of these logos anywhere in the world will now require
written permission from India and the payment of a fee.
 The DHR, which started operations in 1880, more than 140 years ago,
has two logos, both of which have been patented.
 One has “DHR” in bold black, intertwined letters; the other is a
circular seal with a picture of mountains, forests and a river, with
“Darjeeling Himalayan Railway” in white lettering on a green
background around it.
 Both logos are over a century old, and popular in world heritage
circuits.
 They are used randomly on merchandise and communications
materials by various commercial organisations in Europe, the UK and
the US; even the West Bengal government has used it in
communications and on merchandise in the past.
The satellites, belonging to the Yaogan-35 family, were launched by a
Long March-2D carrier rocket and entered the planned orbit successfully,
according to the Xinhua news agency.
Long March-2D carrier rocket
 This launch marked the 396th mission for the Long March series
carrier rockets.
 In March 2019, China’s Long March-3B rocket – regarded as the main
stay of the country’s space programme since 1970 – had successfully
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completed its 300th launch by putting a new communication satellite
into orbit.
 The Long March carrier rocket series, developed by the China
Aerospace Science and Technology Corporation, is responsible for
about 96.4% of all the launch missions in China.
 It took 37 years for the Long March rockets to complete the irst 100
launches, 7.5 years to complete the second 100 launches and only
about four years to accomplish the inal 100, with the average number
of launches per year increasing from 2.7 to 13.3 and then to 23.5,
Xinhua reported in 2019.
 The International Amateur Boxing Association (AIBA) employed
military-approved arti icial intelligence voice analysis and cyber
technology systems to analyse judges and referees at the
recently-concluded men’s World Championships in Belgrade.
 An automated phone questionnaire – using an arti icial intelligence
voice analysis system – graded of icials as low, medium or high risk
 the technology “bore no resemblance whatsoever” to a lie detector
test and is used in military, diplomatic and insurance sectors by
Military grade AI
analysing the “cognitive functions of the brain through voice responses
tool
 It measures the cognitive functions of the brain in the verbal
responses and – given pertinent questions – inds whether that
person is low risk, medium risk, high risk in terms of being an of icial
at the championships
 The technology uses pertinent questions, such as ‘have you ever
cheated in a boxing event’.
 With the use of such questions we measure risk from an individual
regarding certain events of manipulation or potential corruption
 Calling for the temple town of Pandharpur in Maharashtra’s Solapur
district to be transformed into the cleanest pilgrimage site in India,
Prime Minister said that the palkhi (palanquin) highways would
accelerate the development of the region whilst enhancing
connectivity with South India.
Palanquin processions
 Palakhis (palanquin processions) carrying the paduka (foot prints) of
Pandharpur
various saints - most notably Dnyaneshwar and Tukaram - from
pilgrimage
the Varkari (Warkari) sect (which venerates Vithoba), are taken
from their respective shrines to Pandharpur.
 Dnyaneshwar's palakhi leaves from Alandi, while Tukaram's
begins at Dehu; both in Pune district of Maharashtra.
 The journey takes 21 days. The wari culminates at the Vithoba
temple on Ashadhi Ekadashi.
 Upon reaching Pandharpur on Ashadi Ekadashi, these devotees take a
holy dip in the sacred Chandrabhaga River/Bhima River before
proceeding to visit the Vitthal temple.
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Right-angled
planets

3.Goa Maritime
Conclave – 2021

 In 2016, astronomers discovered two planets orbiting the star HD
3167. They were thought to be super-Earths — between Earth and
Neptune in size — and circled the star every one and 30 days.
 A third planet was found in the system in 2017, orbiting in about
eight days.
 What’s unusual is the inclinations of the outer two planets, HD 3167 c
and d.
 Whereas in our solar system all the planets orbit in the same lat
plane around the sun, these two are in polar orbits.
 That is, they go above and below their star’s poles, rather than
around the equator as Earth and the other planets in our system do.
 Researchers measured the orbit of the innermost planet, HD 3167 b,
for the irst time — and it doesn’t match the other two.
 It instead orbits in the star’s lat plane, like planets in our solar system,
and perpendicular to HD 3167 c and d. This star system is the irst one
known to act like this.
 Planets appear to be going "vertically in the sky" if one were to
peek at the system using a telescope.
 The third edition of Goa Maritime Conclave (GMC) – 2021 is being
hosted by the Indian Navy from 07 to 09 November 2021 under the
aegis of Naval War College, Goa.
 The theme for this year’s edition of GMC is “Maritime Security and
Emerging Non-Traditional Threats: A Case for Proactive Role for
IOR Navies”, which has been derived keeping in mind the necessity of
‘winning everyday peace’ in the maritime domain.
 At the GMC 2021, Indian Navy is hosting Chiefs of Navies/ Heads of
Maritime Forces from 12 Indian Ocean Region countries comprising
Bangladesh, Comoros, Indonesia, Madagascar, Malaysia, Maldives,
Mauritius, Myanmar, Seychelles, Singapore, Sri Lanka and Thailand.
 Following sessions were undertaken with active interaction and
constructive deliberations by the delegates.
1. Imperatives for Mitigating Emerging Non-Traditional Threats
in Areas Beyond National Jurisdiction in IOR
2. Strengthening Regional Cooperation for Maritime Law
Enforcement
3. Leveraging Collective Maritime Competencies to Counter
Emerging Non-Traditional Threats.
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Climate on track
to devastate
world’s poorest
economies

Slender loris

Findings of the report
 The 65 most vulnerable nations will see their gross domestic
product (GDP) drop 20 percent on average by 2050 and 64 percent
by 2100 if the world heats up 2.9 degrees Celsius (5.2 degrees
Fahrenheit), according to a report released on Monday at the COP26
climate talks in Glasgow.
 Even if global temperature rises are capped at 1.5C (2.7F), in
keeping with the most ambitious Paris Agreement goal, the same
countries would take a GDP hit of 13 percent by 2050 and 33
percent by the end of the century
 To date, Earth’s average surface temperature has risen 1.1C (2F)
compared with late 19th-century levels
 More than a third of the world’s nations urgently need help to build up
resilience if their economies are to withstand the onslaught of
heatwaves, drought, loods and storms made more intense and deadly
by global warming
 Eight of the top 10 most aﬀected countries are in Africa, with two
in South America.
 All 10 face GDP damage of more than 70 percent by 2100 under
the current climate policy trajectory, and 40 percent even if global
warming is capped at 1.5C.
 The country facing the worst GDP loss is Sudan, which in
September was left reeling from heavy rains and lash loods aﬀecting
more than 300,000 people.
 The country would see a GDP reduction of 32 percent by 2050,
and 84 percent by 2100 compared with if there was no climate
change.
 Small island states are especially vulnerable to storm surges made
worse by rising seas.
 Slender
loris
(Loris
tardigradus) is secretive
and
has
nocturnal
habits.
 It usually travels from
the canopy of one tree
to another. But, at times,
it also comes down to
bushes at the ground
level to feed.
 It sleeps by day in the
foliage or in a hole or
crevice. It comes out at
dusk in search of prey.
 They are fond of lantana berries and also eat insects, lizards, small
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Pink leopard

birds, tree frogs, tender leaves and buds.
 The loris species is also found in the adjoining forest areas on the
eastern, southern and western slopes of the Kadavur hills, which
are managed by the Tiruchirappalli and Dindigul forest divisions
respectively.
 They are usually solitary but sometimes found in pairs.
 As it is believed that these animals have some medicinal properties,
they are captured and sold.
 Since there is great demand for keeping these animal as pets, they are
illegally smuggled.
 Habitat loss, electrocution of live wires and road accidents are
other threats that have caused its populations to dwindle.
 India has retained its top 10 spot in the best performing
countriesfor the third year in a row in the global Climate Change
Performance Index (CCPI) released by Germanwatch on the sidelines of the COP26
 No country performed well enough in all index categories to achieve
an overall very high rating in CCPI, the report noted.
 As a result, the top three places in the overall ranking remain empty
once again.
 Denmark placed 4th and is the highest ranked country in CCPI
2022.
 However, it does not perform well enough to achieve an overall very
high rating.
 Thus India at the 10th slot is the seventh best performing country.
 India maintained its 10th position despite pandemic-hit operational
dif iculties which saw some regulatory lexibility to put the country's
economy back on track.
 Performance of G20 countries, responsible for about 75% of the
world’s GHG emissions, shows the UK (7th), India (10th), Germany
(13th), and France (17th) are four G20 countries among the highperformers.
 China is the current biggest polluter and igured at 37th position,
falling down three spots since last year, while the second highest
current emitter -- US -- was at the 55th spot in the CCPI 2022.
 The performance of these countries, which together account for 92%
of global greenhouse gas emissions, is assessed in four categories —
GHG emissions, renewable energy, energy use and climate policy
 A pink leopard or a strawberry leopard was recently sighted in the
Ranakpur region, in the Aravalli hills of south Rajasthan.
 Previously, a strawberry leopard was sighted in South Africa in the
years 2019 and 2016.
 The strawberry-coloured coat of the pink leopard is caused by
erythrism — a genetic condition that either causes an
overproduction of red pigments or underproduction of dark
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pigments
 The mutation, according to a 2013 National Geographic blog post, is
caused by a recessive gene “similar to that which aﬀects albino
animals

Climate Equity
Monitor

Indus river
dolphin

Purchasing
Managers’ Index

 The 'Climate Equity Monitor, ' as the site is called, is aimed at
monitoring the performance of Annex-I Parties under the UNFCCC
(developed countries) based on the “foundational principles” of the
Climate Convention, namely equity and the principle of common but
diﬀerentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities (CBDR-RC).
 The performance and policies of the Non Annex-I Parties
(developing countries) will be also provided for comparison
 The website was conceptualised and developed by the Climate Change
Group at the M.S. Swaminathan Research Foundation (MSSRF),
Chennai, and the Natural Sciences and Engineering department at the
National Institute of Advanced Studies (NIAS) Bengaluru, with other
independent researchers.
 The database lists historical emissions, the amount of carbon dioxide
that can be emitted given the aim of keeping it below 2c and 1.5 C and
each country’s corresponding fair share, the promises of each country
to reduce emissions and the existing trajectory of their emissions.
 The database aims to highlight the disparity between the emissions
of developed and developing countries with countries including the
United States, Canada, Australia and in Western Europe shown as
having a net carbon debt while developing countries, including India
and China, having net credit.
 The Indus river dolphin is classi ied as endangered by the
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) and, until
recently, it was believed that these dolphins were endemic to Pakistan.
 But in 2007, a remnant but viable population of Indus dolphins was
discovered in Punjab’s Harike wildlife sanctuary and in the lower
Beas river.
 Indus river dolphin was declared the State aquatic animal of Punjab
in 2019.
 At the State level, the Punjab Government has taken the initiative for
conservation of dolphins and its habitat
 India’s manufacturing sector expanded for the fourth month in a row
in October, with the IHS Markit Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI)
rising to 55.9 from 53.7 in September.
Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI)
 The Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI) is an index of the prevailing
direction of economic trends in the manufacturing and service
sectors.
 It consists of a diﬀusion index that summarizes whether market
conditions, as viewed by purchasing managers, are expanding,
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staying the same, or contracting.
 The purpose of the PMI is to provide information about current and
future business conditions to company decision makers, analysts,
and investors.
 PMI is compiled by IHS Markit for more than 40
economies worldwide
 The PMI is a number from 0 to 100.
 PMI above 50 represents an expansion when compared to the
previous month;
 PMI under 50 represents a contraction, and
 A reading at 50 indicates no change.
 New programme to secure and strengthen critical infrastructure in
Small Island states against disasters induced by climate change.
 Infrastructure for Resilient Island States or IRIS is the irst major
initiative by the Coalition for Disaster Resilient Infrastructure (CDRI)
started by India in 2019
 IRIS seeks to operationalise the CDRI initiative
 Small island states are the most vulnerable to the impacts of climate
change. As sea levels rise, they face a threat of being wiped oﬀ the map.
 According to CDRI, several small island states have lost 9 per cent of
their GDPs in single disasters during the last few years.
 The bulk of the work would involve mobilising and directing inancial
resources towards building resilient infrastructure, retro itting
existing infrastructure, development of early warning systems, and
development and sharing of best practices.
 several small island states have joined the IRIS platform and have been
drawing up plans to implement it
Coalition for Disaster Resilient Infrastructure
 The Coalition for Disaster Resilient Infrastructure (CDRI) is all about
climate-proo ing critical infrastructure in member countries.
 As of now, 26 countries including the United States, Germany, UK,
Australia, Brazil, Bangladesh, Afghanistan, Nepal, Bhutan, Sri Lanka
and Japan are members of the coalition.
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 Water and Climate Coalition was launched in March 2021.
 It aims to provide strategic guidance on integrating the water and
climate agendas, ensuring eﬀective climate action for adaptation and
resilience.
 Maximising synergies will help achieve UN-mandated Sustainable
Development Goals for water and sanitation (SDG6) and that for
climate (SDG13), the group said.
 The leaders of the global coalition will be participating in the COP26 to
highlight urgency of the water and development challenges linked to
climate change.

 A low pressure
may be
moving
towards
Chennai
but
India
Meteorological
Department
may
not
have
adequate
upper
GPS sonde or
air data to
radiosonde
forecast
its
movement
with
accuracy
because
it does not have
enough
stock of a telemetry instrument called GPS sonde or radiosonde,
lown on a weather balloon to generate upper air data.
 Instead, IMD is relying on satellite data, which, when fed into
weather models, generates forecasts with errors.
 The two-legged Issi saaneq lived about 214 million years ago in
what is now Greenland. It was a medium-sized, long necked
herbivore and a predecessor of the sauropods, the largest land animals
ever to live.
 The name of the new dinosaur pays tribute to Greenland’s Inuit
language and means “coldbone”
 The new indings are
the
Issi saaneq: New
irst evidence of a
distinct
dinosaur species
Greenlandic dinosaur
species
 The dinosaur diﬀers
from
all
other
sauropodomorphs
discovered so far, but
has
similarities
with
dinosaurs found in
Brazil,
such
as
the
Macrocollum and Unaysaurus, which are almost 15 million years
older, the release said.
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Onake Obavva
Jayanthi
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 November 11th to be celebrated as 'Onake Obavva Jayanthi', the
woman-soldier who had fought against the forces of Hyder Ali in
Chitradurga in the 18th century.
 Onake Obavva died ighting the troops of Hyder Ali, a ruler of the
Mysore Kingdom and father of Tipu Sultan, when he invaded the
Chitradurga Fort, which was ruled by Madakari Nayaka in the 18th
century.
 Chitradurga Fort, locally known as Elusuttina Kote, (the fort of
seven circles in Kannada), is situated in Chitradurga, 200 km
northwest of Bengaluru.
 Obavva is considered to be the epitome of Kannada pride and
celebrated along with other women warriors of Karnataka state
 Onake Obavva was the wife of soldier Kahale Mudda Hanuma, who
was the guard of the fort. Her story of bravery is part of the folklore of
Karnataka.
 Onake Obavva’s courage and quick thinking have been praised by the
people of Karnataka, especially in the Chitradurga region, where a
stadium is named after her.
 The hole through which Hyder Ali’s soldiers entered is called ‘Onake
Obavvana Kindi’ (kindi means hole in Kannada) and has become a
tourist spot along with the Chitradurga Fort
 The water levels of lakes in Kenya’s Great Rift Valley increased
signi icantly, hurting local communities and biodiversity
 All the Rift Valley lakes are situated in faulted terrain in the
geologically active Eastern Africa Rift Valley and are therefore
mainly controlled by the geological structures
 The rising water levels led to loss of lives and livelihoods, injury,
outbreak of diseases, legal issues, safety and security concerns as well
as ecological or environmental degradation, according to the indings.
 There is also more soil in the runoﬀ, occasioned by land-use changes
that have increasingly added to the siltation of the lakes, the
researchers found.
Rift Valley lakes
 The Rift Valley lakes are a series of lakes in the East African Rift
valley that runs through eastern Africa from Ethiopia in the north to
Malawi in the south, and includes the African Great Lakes in the
south.
 These include some of the world's oldest lakes, deepest lakes, largest
lakes by area, and largest lakes by volume. Many are freshwater
ecoregions of great biodiversity, while others are alkaline "soda lakes"
supporting highly specialised organisms.
 The Rift Valley lakes are well known for the evolution of at least 800 cichlid
ish species that live in their waters. More species are expected to be
discovered
 The World Wide Fund for Nature has designated these lakes as one of its
Global 200 priority ecoregions for conservation
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Coringa Wildlife Sanctuary
 Coringa Wildlife Sanctuary is a wildlife sanctuary and estuary situated
near Kakinada in Andhra Pradesh, India.
 It is the second largest stretch of mangrove forests in India with 24
mangrove tree species and more than 120 bird species.
 It is home to the critically endangered white-backed vulture and
the long billed vulture.
 In a mangrove ecosystem the water bodies of the ocean/sea and the
river meet together at a certain point.
 India is a home to over 50,000 startups, but only around 72 have
managed to reach the unicorn club with a billion-dollar valuation
as of November 2021, which is between 8-9% of the unicorns globally.
 India’s unicorns are now valued at approximately $168 billion, and we
now have the world’s third-largest unicorn ecosystem, after the United
States and China.
 A unicorn is a term used in the venture capital industry to
describe a startup company with a value of over $1 billion.
 Group of developing countries that includes India and China has
rejected the irst draft of the expected agreement from the
Glasgow climate conference and asked for changing the entire
section on enhancing of mitigation actions.
 Like Minded Developing Countries (LMDCs) which includes
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Iran, Indonesia, Malaysia among several others,
accused the developed countries of attempting to transfer their
responsibilities on the rest of the world, and trying to impose new
rules.
 LMDC group, called it “new carbon colonialism” and said the 2050
net zero targets being “forced” on the developing countries ignored
historical responsibilities of the developed nations and the
principles of equity and common but diﬀerentiated responsibilities
(CBDR) enshrined in the UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC).
 Only the developed countries will have the inancial capabilities and
technological capacities to achieve that target
 A new study has challenged the widely accepted view that the
continents rose from the oceans about 2.5 billion years ago.
 It suggests this happened 700 million years earlier — about 3.2
billion years ago — and that the earliest continental landmass to
emerge may have been Jharkhand’s Singhbhum region.
 Scientists have found sandstones in Singhbhum with geological
signatures of ancient river channels, tidal plains and beaches over 3.2
billion years old, representing the earliest crust exposed to air.
 These rocks are 3.1 billion years old, and were formed in ancient
rivers, beaches, and shallow seas.
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 All these water bodies could have only existed if there was continental
land. Thus, we inferred that the Singhbhum region was above the
ocean before 3.1 billion years ago
 Patches of the earliest continental land, however, exist in
Australia and South Africa, too
 Granites that form the continental crust of Singhbhum region are 3.5
to 3.1 billion years old and formed through extensive volcanism that
happened about 35-45 km deep inside the Earth and continued onand-oﬀ for hundreds of millions of years until all the magma
solidi ied to form a thick continental crust in the area.
 Due to the thickness and less density, the continental crust emerged
above surrounding oceanic crust owing to buoyancy
Malabar rebellion
 The Malabar rebellion happened from August 20, 1921 to 1922 in
the Malabar region of Kerala, India.
 The Malabar rebellion of 1921 (also known by the names Moplah
massacre, Moplah riots, Mappila riots) started as a resistance against
the British colonial rule in Malabar region of Kerala.
 The popular uprising was also against the prevailing feudal system
controlled by elite Hindus.
 The British had appointed high caste Hindus in positions of
authority to get their support, this led to the protest turning against
the Hindus.
 The
British
had
introduced new
tenancy
laws
that tremendously favoured the landlords known as Janmis and
instituted a far more exploitative system for peasants than before.
 The new laws deprived the peasants of all guaranteed rights to the
land, share in the produce they earlier got and in eﬀect rendered them
landless.
 During the uprising, the rebels also attacked various symbols and
institutions of the colonial state, such as telegraph lines, train
stations, courts and post of ices.
 By the end of 1921, the rebellion was crushed by the British who had
raised a special battalion, the Malabar Special Force for the riot
 In his speech, Prime Minister said that rich countries should provide
as much as $1 trillion in climate inance.
 The demand comes after India’s surprise announcement at the
opening of COP26 negotiations in Glasgow, Scotland, that it would set
an ambitious new goal to reach net-zero emissions by 2070.
 India is asking for such a large sum because it’s also taking into
account loss and damage
 Rich countries’ current $100 billion a year target is only meant to fund
decarbonization measures and infrastructure that helps protect
against more extreme weather events
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 Prime Minister recently launched the Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
Retail Direct Scheme, which allows individual retail investors
direct access to buy and sell government securities at
rbiretaildirect.org.in
 The scheme is a portal that facilitates investment in government
securities by individual investors.
 Individuals can open gilt securities account—retail direct gilt (RDG)
account—with the RBI on www.rbiretaildirect.org.in.
 Retail investors de ined under the scheme can register and
maintain an RDG account.
 There are no charges/fees for opening or maintaining the RDG
account; further, no fees will be charged by the aggregator for
submitting bids in the primary auction.
 However, investors will have to bear the charges levied by the
RBI Retail Direct
payment gateway.
 Investors can trade in securities of the central and state governments,
treasury bills, and sovereign gold bonds in the odd-lot segment.
 RDG account available balances will be transferred to NDS-OM at the
beginning of the day.
 Investors will be able to place sell orders only to the extent of the
balance available.
 The opening of G-Secs to retail investors will help the government
mop up additional sources of funds to meet its inancial requirement
to carry out public expenditure.
 The move is a major structural reform towards deepening the bond
markets that is currently limited to inancial institutions. It will also
lead to better price discovery and yield curve.
 The US administration has agreed to provide automatic work
authorisation permits to the spouses of H1-B visa holders, a
majority of them are from the Indian IT services.
Visa facility
 A H-4 visa is issued to the dependent member of the family of H1-B
visa holders.
H1-B visa
 L2 visa is given to dependent spouses and unmarried children under
the age of 21 of the person holding L1 visa.
 L2 visa holder can seek employment opportunity in the US, however
holder of H4 visa cannot seek employment opportunity automatically
and they need to ile an employment authorization document.
 The H1-B visa application has a cap of 85,000 each year. Of these the
cap of 65,000 is regular and the remaining 20,000 is for an H1-B visa
holder with a master’s degree or a higher US university degree.
 The H1-B visa is valid for three years with an extension of six years
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 A century ago, there were an estimated 100,000 cheetahs
worldwide. Today barely 7,000 remain, their numbers slashed by
human encroachment and habitat destruction.
 The steady plunder of cubs from the wild to satisfy the pet trade only
compounds
this
decline.
The fastest land animal is native to Africa and central Iran. It can attain
running speed of 80 to 128 km/h.
 Cheetah is listed in “vulnerable category” of International Union for
Conservation of Nature’s (IUCN) red list of threatened species.
 The Asiatic cheetah is classi ied as a “critically endangered” species by
the IUCN Red List, and is believed to survive only in Iran.
 African cheetahs are bigger in size as compared to Asiatic Cheetah
Gravitomagnetic monopole
 In the nineteenth century, James Clerk Maxwell uni iedelectricity
and magnetism as one combined phenomenon, showing that light is
an electromagnetic wave.
 But there is an asymmetry between electricity and magnetism. While
positive and negative electric charges can be found to exist
independently, the poles of a magnet are always found in pairs, north
and south bound together.
 Break a magnet and you will get a smaller magnet having two poles.
 Dr Chakraborty draws upon an analogy between gravitational force
and electromagnetism to say that mass is like electric charge and
can exist independently, thus it can be called a “gravito -electric
charge”.
 But then, what is the gravito-magnetic charge? He explains that in
1963, Newman, Tamburino and Unti (NUT) proposed a theoretical
concept called a “gravito-magnetic charge” also called a
gravitomagnetic monopole.
 The gravitomagnetic monopole is the proposed gravitational analogue
of Dirac’s magnetic monopole.
 However, an observational evidence of this aspect of fundamental
physics was elusive.
 The lab capacity for COVID-19, developed in the last 18 months, needs
to be optimally used to conduct testing for other emerging infections
Zika virus
 Zika virus, irst detected in rhesus monkeys in the Zika forest in
Uganda in 1947 and then identi ied in humans after a few years,
appears to be re-positioning itself
 The irst ever outbreak of Zika virus was reported in 2007 in the
island of Yap (a federated state in Micronesia) in the Paci ic.
 Zika virus received global attention with the start of a major outbreak
in Brazil in March 2015, which then spread to many countries in
Central and South America and the Caribbean.
 The outbreak was associated with higher incidences of
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microcephaly (a condition which results in a small brain in the fetus)
as well as the increased neurological symptoms such as GuillainBarré syndrome and neuropathies in adults and children infected
with the virus.
On February 1, 2016, Zika virus outbreak was designated a public
health emergency of international concern (PHEIC) by the World
Health Organization (a classi ication a step before a disease is declared
as pandemic).
Zika virus is primarily a mosquito-borne illness, transmitted by the
Aedes mosquitoes (which transmit chikungunya and dengue).
However, Zika virus is transmitted from infected mother to fetus
during pregnancy, through blood and other body loods and organ
translation as well as sexual contact.
Most people do not develop any symptoms; however, a few may
develop fever, rashes, redness in eye, muscle and joint pain, headache,
and generalised fatigue.
It is a mild illness for all age groups except for the pregnant women,
whose fetus may develop congenital malformation, especially
abnormal brain development, microcephaly and other related
neurological outcomes.

 With the agreement of Air bubbles or travel corridors, a system is
established between two nations that perceive each other to be safe
and allow carriers of both the countries to ly passengers either
way without any restrictions.
 Creating an Air travel bubble includes reconnection of the states or
nations that have shown a good level of success in mitigating the
COVID-19 disease domestically.
 Air transport bubbles join states that have largely eliminated the virus,
and who trust in each other’s testing and case numbers.
 Travel Bubble is also known as air bridges or Covid-safe travel
zones.
 The concept of a travel bubble is reciprocal in nature which means
that both the departure point and the arrival point have to be on
board.
 It also means that travel restrictions such as quarantining or testing of
passengers have to be discarded among the countries in the bubble.
Pakke Tiger Reserve
 Pakke Tiger Reserve, also known as Pakhui Tiger Reserve, is a
Project Tiger reserve in the Pakke Kessang district of Arunachal
Pradesh in northeastern India.
 The 862 km2 (333 sq mi) reserve is protected by the Department of
Environment and Forest of Aruna chal Pradesh
 This Tiger Reserve has won India Biodiversity Award 2016 in the
category of 'Conservation of threatened species' for its Hornbill Nest
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Adoption Programme.
 Pakke Wildlife Sanctuary lies in the undulating and hilly foothills of the
Eastern Himalayas in Arunachal Pradesh's Pakke Kessang District at
elevations ranging from 150 to 2,000 m
 It is bounded by Bhareli or Kameng River in the west and north, and
by Pakke River in the east. It is surrounded by contiguous forests on
most sides.
 To the east lies Papum Reserve Forest with an area of 1,064 km2
 Towards the south and south-east, the sanctuary adjoins reserve
forests and Assam's Nameri National Park.
 To the west, it is bounded by Doimara Reserve Forest with an area of
216 km2 (83 sq mi) and Eaglenest Wildlife Sanctuary; and to the
north by Shergaon Forest Division.
 The main perennial streams in the area are the Nameri, Khari and
Upper Dikorai. West of Kameng River are Sessa Orchid Sanctuary and
Eaglenest Wildlife Sanctuary.
 The Centre has set in motion the process of creating the National
Interlinking of Rivers Authority (NIRA), an independent
autonomous body for planning, investigation, inancing and the
implementation of the river interlinking projects in the country.
 NIRA, to be headed by a Government of India Secretary-rank
of icer, will replace the existing National Water Development Agency
(NWDA) and will function as an umbrella body for all river linking
projects.
 The new body will coordinate with neighbouring countries and
concerned states and departments and will also have powers on
issues related to environment, wildlife and forest clearances under
river linking projects and their legal aspects.
 NIRA will have the power to raise funds and act as a repository of
borrowed funds or money received on deposit or loan given on
interest.
 Besides, it will also have a mandate to coordinate with neighbouring
countries “as directed” by the Ministry of Jal Shakti or the
Ministry of External Aﬀairs.
 It will also have the power to set up a Special Purpose Vehicle
(SPV) for individual link projects.
 In 2006, the PanSTARRS telescope in Hawaii spotted a quasisatellite — a near-Earth object that orbits the Sun and yet remains
close to the Earth.
 Scientists named it Kamo’oalewa, a word that is part of a Hawaiian
chant, and alludes to an oﬀspring that travels on its own.
 The asteroid is roughly the size of a Ferris wheel – between 150 and
190 feet in diameter – and gets as close as about 9 million miles from
Earth.
 Because of its small size (about 50 metres wide), this quasi-satellite
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has been dif icult for scientists to study, and little was known about
it so far.
Now, a study in the journal Communications Earth and Environment
oﬀers insights into where this satellite could have come from.
One possibility is that Kamo’oalewa was a part of the Earth’s Moon, the
study suggests. It could have broken away from the Moon due to a
possible impact, and gone on to orbit the Sun rather than the Earthlike its parent does.
When scientists compared its spectrum with a lunar sample that was
brought back to Earth during the Apollo 14 mission, they found
striking similarities between the two.
A mission to collect Kamo’oalewa’s samples has been scheduled
for a launch in 2025.
Another possibility is that Kamo’oalewa was captured in its Earth-like
orbit from the general population of Near Earth Objects.
A third possibility could be that it originated from an as-yetundiscovered quasi-stable population of Earth’s Trojan asteroids
Trojans are a group of asteroids that share an orbit with a larger
planet.

 Union minister of consumer aﬀairs, food and public distribution
Piyush Goyal inaugurated the country’s irst food museum,
established by the Food Corporation of India in Thanjavur
 The food museum has been co-developed by FCI and Visvesvaraya
Industrial and Technological Museums , Bengaluru at a cost of Rs
1.10 crore on a 1,860sqft area.
 Thanjavur is the birthplace of FCI where its irst of ice was
inaugurated on January 14, 1965.
 The museum showcases the evolution of man from the nomadic
hunter groups into the settled agriculture procedures leading to
the beginning of civilization.
 It also displays various ancient grain storage methods, both global
and indigenous, challenges in storage, food grain production
scenarios across the world as well as in India.
 The museum also digitally displays informative content about the
journey of FCI, its present operations and the journey of the food
grains from farm to plate through FCI.
 It houses state of the art exhibits including breakthrough technologies
such as projection mapping, Radio frequency identi ication, touch
screen kiosk, proximity sensors and touch sensors, which will be of
great interest to the school and college students as well as the general
public.
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 The over 340 km long Purvanchal Expressway will to reduce the
travel time between Lucknow to Ghazipur to 3.5 hours from 6
hours.
 The expressway begins from Chandsarai village in Lucknow and
ends at Haidaria village located on National Highway 31 in Ghazipur
(18 km from UP-Bihar border).
 It will have seven major bridges, seven railway overbridges, 114
minor bridges, and 271 underpasses. An of icial statement said that
the six-lane expressway can be expanded to eight lanes in future.
 The airstrip on the expressway will enable landing and take-oﬀ
ofIAF ighter planes in case of emergency.
 The inauguration event will also see Mirage 2000 and Su-30MKI
aircraft make multiple takeoﬀs and landings at the emergency airstrip
Expressway
 Expressways are the highest class roads in India. These are the
highways with six to eight lane controlled access road network.
Basically, expressways are of high quality consisting of modern
features like access ramps, grade separation, lane dividers and
elevated section.
 Prime Minister Narendra Modi remotely inaugurated country’s irst
(tribal) freedom ighter’s museum on Birsa Munda Memorial Park
complex in Ranchi
 The Modi government had recently announced that Munda's birth
anniversary, which falls on Monday, will be celebrated as Janjatiya
Gaurav Diwas.
 The Ministry of Tribal Aﬀairs has so far sanctioned the construction
of 10 tribal freedom ighter museums.
 These museums will cherish the memories of tribal freedom ighters
from various states and regions.
 It will serve as a tribute to his sacri ice for the nation and the tribal
communities.
 The museum will play an important role in preserving and
promoting tribal culture and history.
 Along with Munda, the museum will also highlight other tribal
freedom ighters associated with diﬀerent movements such as
Shahid Budhu Bhagat, Sidhu-Kanhu, Nilambar-Pitambar, Diwa Kisun, Telanga Khadiya, Gaya Munda, Jatra Bhagat, P oto H,
Bhagirath Manjhi and Ganga Narayan Singh.
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 Giant Leatherback turtle is spotted oﬀ the coast of Tamilnadu
 The Leather back
Turtles
are
the
world’s giant sea
turtles. They are
considered
vulnerable
under
International Union
for
Conservation
of
Nature (IUCN) red list
of
threatened species.
 The turtles lay their eggs in quiet and dark areas.
 Leatherback turtles are named for their shell, which is leather-like
rather than hard, like other turtles.
 They are the largest sea turtle species and also one of the most
migratory, crossing both the Atlantic and Paci ic Oceans. Paci ic
leatherbacks migrate from nesting beaches in the Coral Triangle all the
way to the California coast to feed on the abundant jelly ish every
summer and fall.
 Although their distribution is wide, numbers of leatherback turtles
have seriously declined during the last century as a result of intense
egg collection and isheries bycatch. Globally, leatherback status
according to IUCN is listed as Vulnerable, but many subpopulations
(such as in the Paci ic and Southwest Atlantic) are Critically
Endangered.
 Ambergris is a waxy substance that forms in the stomach of a sperm
whale when the hard undigested parts of its feed, mostly cuttle ish or
squid, creates an obstruction in the stomach that causes the marine
mammal to expel it.
 Also known as whale vomit, the fresh excreta can be black, white, grey or
amber in colour, and has a strong odour.
 Rarely seen on the surface, it is found at a depth of one metre in sea
water.
 Over time, chemical reaction with the air and seawater gives
ambergris a unique fragrance.
 When dried, it hardens and turns into a pale yellow, which is widely in
demand by perfume makers in the Middle East and by unani
medicine practitioners in China as an aphrodisiac.
 While the sale and use of ambergris is allowed in some countries, India
bans its use as sperm whales are protected under Schedule I of Wildlife
Protection Act, 1972.
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Nord Stream 2

 It is a nearly constructed 1,200-kilometre pipeline from Russia to
Germany via the Baltic Sea.
 It will run alongside the already constructed Nord Stream and
will double the amount of gas being funnelled through the Baltics
to 110 billion cubic meters per year.
 It is intended to provide Europe with a sustainable gas
supply while providing Russia with more direct access to the
European gas market.
 Its proposed route enters the territorial waters and Exclusive
Economic Zone (EEZ) of three other countries: Finland, Sweden and
Denmark. National governments and local authorities will bene it
economically from investment and employment in the pipeline.
 The
project
has
been criticized by the USA
and Germany's Eastern
neighbours like
Poland,
Czech
Republic
etc.
citing Russian dependence as
a threat to the common
market and the EU’s strategic
interests.
 The pipeline will enable
Russia to increase its military
presence in the Baltic Sea and also to transmit military information on
the movements of naval vessels.
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Pushkar Fair

Sabz Burj

Shale oil

 The Pushkar Fair, also called the Pushkar Camel Fair or locally as
Kartik Mela or Pushkar ka Mela is an annual multi-day livestock fair
and cultural fê te held in the town of Pushkar (Rajasthan, India).
 The fair starts with the Hindu calendar month of Kartik and ends on
the Kartik Purnima, which typically overlaps with late October and
early November in the Gregorian calendar.
 The Pushkar fair alone attracts over 200,000 visitors
 The Pushkar fair is one of India's largest camel, horse and cattle
fairs. Apart from the trading of livestock, it is an important pilgrimage
season for Hindus to the Pushkar lake
 Thousands of people go to the banks of the Pushkar Lake where
the fair takes place.
 Pushkar is in centre-east part of Rajasthan, on the western side of
Aravalli mountains.
 Sabz Burj ("Green Dome") is an octagonal tomb situated in Mathura
Road, Nizamuddin complex, beside Humayun's Tomb, New Delhi .
 It has been conserved and restored over the last four years using
traditional materials and building-craft techniques favoured by
16th century craftsmen.
 Ceiling on its double dome structure painted in pure gold and
lapiz and revealed after conservation eﬀorts began
 Some Mughal historians consider the Sabz Burj tomb is constructed
to be for Fahim Khan, who died in 1626 A.D. He was an attendant to
Abdur Rahim Khan during 4th Mughal emperor Jahangir's reign.But
others have opined that it was made in 1530–40
 The Archaeological Survey of India (ASI) has renovated the structure.
 In 2018, the Aga Khan Trust for Culture (AKTC) discovered
original 16th century paintings on the ceiling.
 It requested the ASI to remove cement and tiles from the 1986
restoration in order to restore the original lime that covered it. Now it
is ASI protected monument.
 The key diﬀerence between shale oil and conventional crude is that
the former, also called ‘tight oil’, is found in smaller batches , and
deeper than conventional crude deposits.
 Its extraction requires creation of fractures in oil and gas rich shale
to release hydrocarbons through a process called hydraulic fracking.
 Russia and the US are among the largest shale oil producers in the
world, with a surge in shale oil production in the US having played a
key role in turning the country from an importer of crude to a net
exporter in 2019.
 Currently, there is no large-scale commercial production of shale
oil and gas in India.
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Indira GandhiBirth
anniversary

Why were there
no cyclones in
October and
November?

 Born on November 19, 1917, as Indira Priyadarshini Gandhi, she was
the daughter of the country's irst Prime Minister Dr Jawahar Lal
Nehru.
 During her life, she played a central role in the functioning of Indian
National Congress (INC).
 She is the only woman who served as the Prime Minister of India.
 In 1959, India Gandhi was elected as president of the INC.
 She wasappointed as a member of Rajya Sabha after her father
died in 1964 and served as the Union minister of Information and
Broadcasting in Lal Bahadur Shastri's cabinet.
 She succeeded Shastri as the next Prime Minister of India, out lanking
other leaders in the leadership battle.
 Indira Gandhi served her irst term in the of ice from 1966 to 1977,
and the second was from 1981 to 1984, until her assassination at the
hands of her own security guards.
 After Jawaharlal Nehru, Indira Gandhi is longest serving prime
minister of the country.
 Her role in saving East Pakistan from atrocities of Jinnah's West
Pakistan is still applauded.
 She carries forward former PM Lal Bahadur Shashtri's core initiative
of making India self-suf icient in food crops and vegetables.
 Indira plyed a crucial role in the success of the two new
programmes of Green Revolution and White revolution, which
made India self-suf icient in food and milk and also started exporting
same to other countries.
 Indira Gandhi created 14 nationalized banks in 1980 to solve the
then problems that plagued the public sector banks.
 As many as seven low-pressure areas (LPA) have formed in the
North Indian Ocean region since October 1, 2021 — but none of
them have intensi ied into a cyclone. This is unusual:
 October and November constitute the peak cyclone season for India,
according to data from the India Meteorological Department (IMD).
 No cyclone formation in the rest of November would mean a irst-time
anomaly in the last 31 years for October and November.
 If December also remains cyclone-free, it would be the irst time since
1961 that the post-monsoon season would remain without a cyclone.
 This has happened only ive times since 1891: In 1900, 1911, 1953,
1954 and 1961.
 In fact, when cyclones Gulab and Shaheen had formed successively
around the end of September, it seemed like the cyclone season had
started oﬀ.
 This had also come after the record-breaking formation of lowpressure areas in September that continued in October and
November and caused excessive rainfall and loods in many parts of
the country.
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 The October loods in Kerala and Uttarakhand and the November
loods in Tamil Nadu were caused partly by low-pressure areas. Along
with this, the southwest monsoon season extended into late
October.
 The extension of the monsoon rainfall may also be a reason for
the lack of cyclones.
 The low-pressure systems are only acting as self-inhibitors for
strong cyclone growth

Giant sequoias

Transfer of
judges

 Fires in Sequoia national park and the surrounding national forest
that also bears the trees’ name tore through more than a third of
groves in California and torched an estimated 2,261 to 3,637
sequoias.
 Sequoias are the largest trees by volume and are native in only
about 70 groves scattered along the western side of the Sierra
Nevada range.
 They were once considered nearly ire-proof. That intense ires
burned hot and high enough to kill so many of the giants puts an
exclamation point on the impact of the climate crisis.
 Gant sequoia, (Sequoiadendron giganteum), also called Sierra
redwood, coniferous evergreen tree of the cypress family
(Cupressaceae), the largest of all trees in bulk and the most massive
living things by volume.
 The giant sequoia is the only species of the genus Sequoiadendron
and is distinct from the coast redwoods (Sequoia sempervirens),
which are the tallest living trees.
 The trees are found in scattered groves on the western slopes of the
Sierra Nevadas of California at elevations between 900 and 2,600
metres (3,000 and 8,500 feet).
 They were once reputed as the oldest living things, but the largest
stumps were examined in tree-ring studies and were found to be less
than 4,000 years old
 The largest giant sequoia specimen is the General Sherman tree in
Sequoia National Park. That tree measures 31 metres (101.5 feet) in
circumference at its base, is 83 metres (272.4 feet) tall, and has a total
estimated weight of 6,167 tons.
 Article 222 of the Constitution provides for the transfer of High
Court judges, including the Chief Justice.
 It says the President, after consultation with the Chief Justice of India,
may transfer a judge from one High Court to any other High Court.
 It also provides for a compensatory allowance to the transferred
judge. This means that the executive could transfer a judge, but only
after consulting the Chief Justice of India.
Current procedure for transfers
 As one of the points made by the ‘Second Judges Case’ was that the
opinion of the Chief Justice of India ought to mean the views of a
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plurality of judges, the concept of a ‘Collegium of Judges’ came into
being.
In the collegium era, the proposal for transferring a High Court judge,
including a Chief Justice, should be initiated by the Chief Justice of
India, “whose opinion in this regard is determinative”. The consent of
the judge is not required.
“All transfers are to be made in public interest, i.e., for promoting
better administration of justice throughout the country.”
For transferring a judge other than the Chief Justice, the Chief Justice
of India should take the views of the Chief Justice of the court
concerned, as well as the Chief Justice of the court to which the
transfer is taking place.
The Chief Justice of India should also take into account the views of
one or more Supreme Court judges who are in a position to oﬀer
their views in the process of deciding whether a proposed transfer
should take place.
“In the case of transfer of a Chief Justice, only the views of one or more
knowledgeable Supreme Court judges need to be taken into account.”
The views should all be expressed in writing, and they should be
considered by the Chief Justice of India and four senior-most
judges of the Supreme Court, which means, the full Collegium of
ive.
The recommendation is sent to the Union Law Minister who should
submit the relevant papers to the Prime Minister.
The Prime Minister then advises the President on approving the
transfer.
China
has
of icially
downgraded
diplomatic

Lithuania

ties with Lithuania,
the Foreign Ministry in Beijing said, after Taiwan established a de facto
Embassy in Vilnius.
 Lithuania, of icially the Republic of Lithuania, is a country in the
Baltic region of Europe. It is one of three Baltic States and lies on the
eastern shore of the Baltic Sea.
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 Lithuania shares land borders with Latvia to the north, Belarus to
the east and south, Poland to the south, and Russia to the
southwest
 Lithuanians belong to the ethno-linguistic group of the Balts and
speak Lithuanian, one of only a few living Baltic languages.

Cabotegravir &
rilpivirine

World’s First
'Bitcoin City’

 A treatment for HIV, a combination of infections cabotegravir and
rilpivirine, has been recommended in the UK
 UK’s National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE)
published a draft guidance recommending the country’s irst longacting injectable treatment for HIV-1 infection in adults
 Treatment is a combination of the injections cabotegravir (also called
Vocabria and made by Viiv Healthcare) with rilpivirine (also called
Rekambys and made by Janssen).
 Clinical trials have shown that administering cabotegravir with
rilpivirine is as eﬀective as oral antiretrovirals at keeping the viral
load low.
 NICE has recommended the combination as an option for adults with
HIV-1 infection in those cases when antiretroviral medicines have kept
viral loads to low levels and there is no evidence of viral resistance.
 These injections are to be administered separately every two
months after an initial oral tablet lead-in period.
 President
Nayib
Bukele
said El Salvador plans
to
build the world's
irst
"Bitcoin
City",
powered
by
a
volcano and inanced
by
cryptocurrency
bonds.
 Bitcoin City “is gonna
include everything:
residential
areas,
commercial
areas,
services, museums, entertainmet, airport, port, rail
 El Salvador, which has used the US dollar for two decades, was the
irst country in the world to legalize bitcoin as legal tender
 Bitcoin mining is the process by which new bitcoin is created using
computers that solve complex mathematical problems — a process
which demands huge amounts of energy.
 In El Salvador, some of that energy comes from a geothermal
plant fed by the Tecapa volc ano. Bukele said the city would initially
be powered by the Tecapa plant before his government builds a new
geothermal plant powered by Conchagua.
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 A wild elephant was radio-collared for the irst time in Assam’s
Sonitpur district by the state’s Forest Department, in
collaboration with NGO World Wildlife Fund (WWF) -India.
 Radio collars are GPS-enabled collars that can relay information
about an elephants’ whereabouts.
 They weigh roughly 8 kg and are itted around the elephant’s neck.
 According to a WWF blog, collaring includes identifying a suitable
candidate (generally an adult elephant), darting it with a sedative, and
Radio-collars
itting a collar around the elephant’s neck, before the animal is revived.
 Additionally, the team also attaches an accelerometer to the collar
to “understand what exactly an elephant is doing at any given time
(running, walking, eating, drinking, etc)”.
 Information from the GPS would help us track and study the
movement patterns of the herd, across regions and habitats
 The collars would serve as an early warning system, and if people
know which direction an elephant is moving, they can prepare
accordingly
 The Laser Communications Relay Demonstration (LCRD) will
showcase the unique capabilities of optical communications.
 Currently, most NASA missions use radio frequency communications
to send data to and from spacecraft.
 Radio waves have been used in space communications since the
beginning of space exploration and have a proven track record of
success.
 However, as space missions generate and collect more data, the need
for enhanced communications capabilities becomes paramount.
Laser
 Optical communications is one of these enhancements and will
Communications
provide signi icant bene its for missions, including bandwidth
Relay
increases of 10 to 100 times more than radio frequency systems.
Demonstration  Additionally, optical communications provides decreased size,
weight, and power requirements. A smaller size means more room
for science instruments.
 Less weight means a less expensive launch. Less power means less
drain on the spacecraft’s batteries.
 With optical communications supplementing radio, missions will have
unparalleled communications capabilities.
 LCRD is a technology demonstration that will pave the way for
future optical communications missions. Future missions that
decide to use optical communications could potentially use LCRD as
their relay.
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Rani Gaidinliu
museum

Heraka
movement

 The museum will be constructed at Luangkao village in Manipur’s
Tamenglong district, the birthplace of renowned tribal woman
freedom ighter Rani Gaidinliu.
 The project has been sanctioned by the Ministry of Tribal Aﬀairs at an
estimated amount of Rs 15 crore.
 Rani Gaidinliu, a Naga spiritual and political leader, who fearlessly
fought against the British colonisers for the rights of her people.
 Born on 26 January, 1915, in Tamenglong district of present-day
Manipur, Gaidinliu belonged to the Rongmei Naga tribe.
 She was always keen to preserve the identity and culture of her
community — the Zeme, Liangmai, Rongmei and Inpui — a cognate of
tribes that are also referred to as ‘Zeliangrong’ and are spread across
Assam, Manipur and Nagaland.
 Gaidinliu joined the freedom struggle when she was 13, in 1930,
and for the next three years of her life she was dedicated to driving out
the British from the region.
 For this, she was sentenced to life imprisonment, at the age of 16, in
and spent the next 14 years in jail.
 She was inally released in 1947, after India’s independence, on irst
Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru’s orders. Nehru described Gaidinliu
as the “daughter of the hills” and he gave her the title of ‘Rani’ for
her courage.
 It may be mentioned that Rani Gaidinliu was awarded the Tamrapatra
in 1972, Padma Bhushan in 1982, Vivekananda Sewa Summan in 1983,
Stree Shakti Purashkar in 1991 and Bhagwan Birsa Munda Puraskar in
1996, posthumously.
 The Government of India had also issued a commemorative stamp of
Rani Gaidinliu in 1996.
 Gaidinliu was at the forefront of the Heraka movement , which was
irst started by her cousin Haipou Jadonang.
 Heraka was a socio-religious movement that arose in the 1920s in
the Zeliangrong territory. Heraka, which literally means pure, is a
monotheistic religion where the followers worshipped Tingkao
Ragwang.
 It was started by Jadonang to resist the in iltration of Christian
missionaries as well as the reforms imposed by the British
government.
 He witnessed the repression by British of icers, who forced the tribals
into harsh labour and imposed high yearly revenue tax on every
household.
 Soon enough, he was able to muster enough support among his people
and this made him a potent threat to the colonial administration.
 In 1931, Jadonang was arrested by the British and after a mock trial,
he was hanged for opposing the colonial rule on 29 August 1931.
 To ensure the movement does not die down with Jadonang, Gaidinliu
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took up the mantle from her cousin.
 She linked her spiritual role as a leader of the socio-religious
movement to her role as a nationalist and constantly evoked Mahatma
Gandhi’s eﬀorts at the national level to inspire her people to rebel
against the British.
 According to Gaidinliu, “Loss of religion is the loss of culture, loss
of culture is the loss of identity.”
 Gaidinliu began her own version of the Non-cooperation Movement
among Naga tribes.
 She made it dif icult for the British administration to function in the
region after she instructed all households to abstain from paying taxes
 A white dwarf is what stars like the Sun become after they have
exhausted their nuclear fuel.
 Near the end of its nuclear burning stage, this type of star expels most
of its outer material, creating a planetary nebula.
 Only the hot core of the star remains. This core becomes a very hot
white dwarf, with a temperature exceeding 100,000 Kelvin. Unless it is
accreting matter from a nearby star, the white dwarf cools down over
the next billion years or so
 A typical white dwarf is half as massive as the Sun, yet only
slightly bigger than Earth. An Earth-sized white dwarf has a density
of 1 x 109 kg/m3.
 Earth itself has an average density of only 5.4 x 10 3 kg/m3. That means
a white dwarf is 200,000 times as dense.
 This makes white dwarfs one of the densest collections of matter,
surpassed only by neutron stars.

White dwarf

LAMOST J024048.51+195226.9 (J0240+1952 for short)
 White dwarf star, named LAMOST J024048.51+195226.9 (J0240+1952
for short) and located 2,015 light-years away, and it has an insane
rotation rate of just 25 seconds.
 That pips the previous record holder by a signi icant margin – CTCV
J2056-3014, with a spin rate of 29 seconds.
 It also bears a close similarity to another fast white dwarf, AE Aquarii,
which has a spin rate of 33 seconds.
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Taiwan Strait

Pradhan Mantri
Awas YojanaGramin

 Both J0240+1952 and AE Aquarii are extremely special. They're the
only two stars we've ever found belonging to a class of white dwarfs
known as propeller stars.
 They have shown that it is an extremely rare example of a magnetic
propeller system:
 The white dwarf is pulling gaseous plasma from a nearby companion
star and linging it into space at around 3,000 kilometres per
second.
 It is only the second magnetic propeller white dwarf to have been
identi ied in over 70 years
Taiwan Strait
 The Taiwan Strait, also
known as the Formosa
Strait, is a 180 km wide
strait separating Taiwan
and mainland China.
 The strait is currently part
of the South China Sea and
connects to the East China
Sea to the north. The
narrowest part is 130 km
wide.
 The entire strait is on Asia’s continental shelf.
 Historically both the People’s Republic of China (PRC) and Taiwan
espoused a One-China Policy that considered the strait part of the
exclusive economic zone of a single “China”.
Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana – Gramin
 It was to help rural people below the poverty line (BPL)
in construction of dwelling units and upgradation of existing
unserviceable kutcha houses by providing assistance in the form of a
full grant.
 Bene iciaries are people belonging to
SCs/STs, freed
bonded labourers and non-SC/ST categories, widows or next-ofkin of defence personnel killed in action, ex servicemen and retired
members of the paramilitary forces, Disabled persons and Minorities.
 Bene iciaries are chosen according to data taken from the SocioEconomic Caste Census (SECC) of 2011.
 The project will be implemented in a span of three years and
expected to boost job creation in rural areas.
 The cost of unit assistance in this scheme is shared between Central
and State Governments in the ratio 60:40 in plain areas and 90: 10
for North Eastern and Himalayan States.
 The scheme envisages training of Rural Masons with the objective of
improving workmanship and quality of construction of houses while at the
same time, increasing availability of skilled masons and enhancing
employability of such masons.
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K-shaped
recovery

Project-75 ‘INS
Vela’

K-shaped recovery
 A
K-shaped
recovery
occurs when, following a
recession, diﬀerent parts of
the economy recover at
diﬀerent rates, times, or
magnitudes. ...
 This type of recovery is called
K-shaped because the path of
diﬀerent parts of the economy
when charted together may diverge, resembling the two arms of the
Roman letter "K."
V-shaped recovery
 V-shaped recovery represents the shape of a chart of economic
measures economists create when examining recessions and
recoveries. A V-shaped recovery involves a sharp rise back to
a previous peak after a sharp decline in these metrics.
INS Vela, the fourth submarine in the series of six submarines of Project75, was commissioned. The other vessels in the class are INS Kalvari, INS
Khanderi, INS Karanj and INS Vagsheer, INS Vagir
Project 75
 This class of submarines have Diesel Electric transmission systems
and these are primarily attack submarinesor ‘hunter-killer’ type which
means they are designed
to target and sink
adversary naval vessels.
 They can be used in antiwarship
and
antisubmarine operations,
intelligence
gathering
andsurveillance
and
naval mine laying.
 These submarines are
built under Project 75
and their design is based on the Scorpene class of thesubmarines.
 Being constructed by the public sector shipbuilder Mazagon Dock Ltd
(MDL) in Mumbai.
 Design is based on Scorpene class of submarines designed and
developed by French defence major
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English Channel

Solomon Islands

 The English Channel is an arm of the Atlantic Ocean that separates
southern England from northern France.
 It links to the southern part of
the North Sea by the Strait of
Dover at its northeastern end.
 It is the busiest shipping
area in the world.
 It is about 560 km long and
varies in width from 240 km
at its widest to 34 km in the
Strait of Dover.
 It is the smallest of the shallow
seas around the continental
shelf of Europe
 Australia announced it is
sending police, troops and
diplomats to the Solomon
Islands to help after antigovernment demonstrators
de ied lockdown orders and
took to the streets for a
second day in violent
protests.
 Solomon Islands, country
in
the
southwestern
Paci ic Ocean. It consists of
a double chain of volcanic
islands and coral atolls in Melanesia.
 The country comprises most of the Solomons chain, with the exception
of Buka and Bougainville, two islands at the northwestern end that
form an autonomous region of Papua New Guinea.
 Solomon Islands is a sovereign country consisting of six major islands
and over 900 smaller islands in Oceania, to the east of Papua New
Guinea and northwest of Vanuatu
 Once a British protectorate, Solomon Islands achieved independence
as a republic in 1978. Honiara, on the north coast of Guadalcanal
Island, is Solomon Islands’ capital and largest city.
 Most of the people live in small rural villages. They engage mainly in
subsistence gardening, pig raising, and ishing but are also
involved in the cash economy .
 The vast majority of the population is ethnically Melanesian.
 The islands have signi icant reserves of bauxite (on Rennell Island)
and phosphates (on Bellona), and some gold has been extracted on
Guadalcanal
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S

inkholes

Jewar airport

 Thousands of sinkholes have formed around the Dead Sea, the
landlocked salt lake between Israel and Jordan.
 The Dead Sea has lost a third of its surface area since 1960. It has
been receding by about a metre every year. The receding of the Dead
Sea has caused thousands of sinkholes to form around its shores.
Sinkholes
 Small to medium-sized round to sub-rounded shallow
depressions called swallow holes form on the surface of limestones
through solution where rainwater sinks into the limestone at a point
of weakness
 They are also known as sinkholes
 Sinkholes are a common feature in limestone/karst areas.
 A sinkhole is an opening more or less circular at the top and
funnel-shaped towards the bottom
 There is a great variation in sizes of Sinkholes with areas from a few
sq. m to a hectare and with depth from a less than half a metre to
thirty metres or more.
 These holes grow in size through continuous solvent action
 They are also referred to as solution sinks
 Prime Minister laid the foundation stone of the Noida International
Airport (NIA) at Jewar, Uttar Pradesh recently.
Jewar airport
 The airport would be situated in the small town of Jewar, near Gautam
Buddha Nagar/ Greater Noida.
 Zurich International is the company that is going to build the airport
along with the Government of Uttar Pradesh, Yamuna Development
Authority, Greater Noida and Noida Authorities.
 It is estimated that the Airport with two airstrips would be functional
by 2024 which is when the irst light would be taken.
 The connectivity from New Delhi to Agra, Ayodhya, Prayagraj would
be made easier since the Yamuna Expressway, the Lucknow -Agra
Expressway and the Ganga Expressway would be connected to the
airport.
 The Noida International Airport is introducing a swing aircraft stand
concept.
 This would provide lexibility for airlines to operate single aircraft for
domestic and international lights both, from the same contact stand
without shifting or repositioning it.
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RICSummit

J

aitapur Nuclear
Power Project

 Russia, India and China (RIC) recently called for ensuring that
Afghanistan’s territory is not used to attack any country, the formation
of a “truly inclusive” government and immediate aid to the war ravaged nation.
RIC Grouping:
 RIC meeting is important as Russia, India and China are countries that
carry important voices in international politics and have the potential
to signi icantly in luence world events.
 RIC is a strategic grouping that irst took shape in the late 1990s under
the leadership of Yevgeny Primakov, a Russian politician as “a
counterbalance to the Western alliance.”
 The group was founded on the basis of ending its subservient foreign
policy guided by the USA and renewing old ties with India and
fostering the newly discovered friendship with China.
 Together, the RIC countries occupy over 19% of the global landmass
and contribute to over 33% of global GDP.
 Jaitapur Nuclear Power Project is a proposed nuclear power plant in
India.
 If built, it would be the largest nuclear power generating station in the
world by net generation capacity, at 9,900 MW.
 The power project is proposed by Nuclear Power Corporation of
India (NPCIL) and would be built at Madban village of Ratnagiri
district in Maharashtra
 It is proposed to construct 6
European
Pressurized
Reactors
designed
and
developed
by
Framatome
(former Areva) of France, each of
1650 MW, thus totalling 9900
MW.
 These are the third generation
pressurised water reactors
(PWR).
 This project will spread over
968 hectares (3.74 sq mi; 9.68
km2) of land.
 Jaitapur is on the Arabian Sea coast in Ratnagiri district in the
southwestern part of Maharashtra, India. The district is a part of
Konkan in Western Ghats.
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Type 1 diabetes

HAECHI-II

 Type 1 diabetes is a condition in which your immune system
destroys insulin-making cells in your pancreas. These are called
beta cells.
 The condition is usually diagnosed in children and young people, so it
used to be called juvenile diabetes.
 A condition called secondary diabetes is like type 1, but your beta
cells are wiped out by something else, like a disease or an injury to
your pancreas, rather than by your immune system.
 Both of these are diﬀerent from type 2 diabetes, in which your body
doesn’t respond to insulin the way it should
 Diabetes aﬀects the ive major organs namely, Kidney, Heart,
Blood vessels, Nervous System, and Eyes (retina).
 The factors responsible for the increase in diabetes are an unhealthy
diet, lack of physical activity, harmful use of alcohol,
overweight/obesity, tobacco use, etc.
 HAECHI-II is the second operation in a three-year project to tackle
cyber-enabled inancial crime supported by the Republic of Korea
and the irst that is truly global in scope, with the participation of
INTERPOL member countries on every continent.
 The operation codenamed ‘HAECHI-II’ was conducted over four
months from June to September.
 Specialised police units from 20 countries, including Hong Kong and
Macau, took part in the exercise to target speci ic types of online fraud,
such as “romance” scams, investment fraud and money laundering
linked to illegal online gambling, said the Interpol.
 The operation resulted in the arrest of 1,003 individuals and
helped investigators close 1,660 cases.
 The operation also saw INTERPOL of icial’s pilot test a new global
stop-payment mechanism – the Anti-Money Laundering Rapid
Response Protocol (ARRP) – which proved critical to successfully
intercepting illicit funds in several HAECHI-II cases.
 A new initiative Anti Money Laundering Rapid Response Protocol
(ARRP) which will assist member countries to liaise with
authorities in overseas jurisdictions to process stop-money
requests urgently.
 This protocol will enable authorities to stop the circulation of
illegal money.
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12. COVID- 19 AND DISEASES
12.1. SARS-COV-2 VARIANT B.1.1.529 A ‘VARIANT OF CONCERN’
Context:


The World Health Organization (WHO) on Friday classi ied the B.1.1.529 variant
detected iSouthAfrica as a SARSCoV2 “variant of concern”, saying it may spread
more quickly than other forms.

The B.1.1.529 variant
 The B.1.1.529 variant was irst reported to WHO from South Africa on 24
November 2021.
 The newly detected variant has large number of mutations. Some of the
mutations are concerning.
 The variant, which was announced by scientists in South Africa on Thursday,
was detected in two more countries, Israel and Belgium. Botswana and Hong
Kong are the other countries where the variant has been found.
 The scienti ic analysis till now suggests that the new variant has been
spreading at a rate faster than any other variant, including Delta.
 Preliminary evidence shows that, there is an increased risk of reinfection
with the detection of this variant, as compared to other Variants of concerns.
 This variant can be detected using SARS-CoV-2 PCR diagnostics, as of now.
 It has a “very unusual constellation of mutations,” that is, 32 in the spike
protein alone.
 This variant is characterised by 30 amino acid changes, 3 small deletions and
1 small insertion in the spike protein as compared to original virus. Out of 30,
15 are located in the receptor binding domain.

VARIANT OF INTEREST (V OI) AND VARIANT OF CONCERN (VOC)
DEFINITION:
 A SARS-CoV-2 VOI is a SARS-CoV-2 variant
 with genetic changes that are predicted or known to aﬀect virus
characteristics such as transmissibility, disease severity, immune escape,
diagnostic or therapeutic escape; AND
 That has been identi ied as causing signi icant community transmission
or multiple COVID-19 clusters, in multiple countries with increasing
relative prevalence alongside increasing number of cases over time, or
other apparent epidemiological impacts to suggest an emerging risk to
global public health.
 A SARS-CoV-2 VOC is a SARS-CoV-2 variant that meets the de inition of a VOI
and, through a comparative assessment, has been demonstrated to be
associated with one or more of the following changes at a degree of global
public health signi icance:
 increase in transmissibility or detrimental change in COVID-19
epidemiology; OR
 increase in virulence or change in clinical disease presentation; OR
 decrease in eﬀectiveness of public health and social measures or available
diagnostics, vaccines, therapeutics
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12.2. LEPROSY FREE’ ODISHA SEES WORRYING RISE IN CASES
Context:


There is a re-emergence of the disease with cases crossing the 10,000 mark
annually in past few years

Background
 Odisha declared itself as a leprosy-free State in 2006-07 following cases
dropping below 10,000 and the prevalence rate dropping below 1%.
 The State had then dismantled infrastructure and done away with skilled
manpower dealing with leprosy patients
 Currently State lacks requisite paramedical workers to nurse infected
persons.

Leprosy
 Leprosy is an infectious disease caused by a bacillus, Mycobacterium
leprae, which multiplies slowly.
 On average, the disease incubation period is 5 years but symptoms may
occur within 1 year. It can also take as long as 20 years or even more to
occur.
 Leprosy is also known as Hansen’s Disease
 Leprosy mainly aﬀects the skin, the peripheral nerves, mucosa of the
upper respiratory tract, and the eyes.
 The bacillus is likely transmitted via droplets, from the nose and mouth,
during close and frequent contact with untreated cases.
 Leprosy is curable with multidrug therapy (MDT). Untreated, it can cause
progressive and permanent damage to the skin, nerves, limbs, and eyes
 If not treated on time, Leprosy can lead to signi icant disability,
dis igurement, permanent nerve damage in arms and legs and even loss of
sensation in the body.
 The main symptom of leprosy is dis iguring skin sores, lumps, or bumps
that don’t go away after several weeks or months. The skin sores are palecolored.
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13. CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL EVENTS
13.1 UNESCO PICKS SRINAGAR AS ‘CREATIVE CITY’
Context:


The United Nations Educational, Scienti ic and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
has picked up Srinagar among 49 cities as part of the creative city network
under the Crafts and Folk Arts category.

Creative city network
 The process of nomination of Srinagar under the UNESCO ‘Creative City
Network’ was undertaken and funded under the World Bank -funded
Jhelum Tawi Flood Recovery Project. This is the recognition of the
historical crafts and arts of the city
 The inclusion is likely to pave way for the city to represent its handicrafts
on the global stage through UNESCO. It’s a major recognition for Jammu and
Kashmir
 The network involves folk art, media, ilm, literature, design, gastronomy and
media arts. Srinagar was among one more city from India competing for the
coveted recognition this year. The dossier for its nomination was iled irst in
2019 and again in 2021.
 Only Jaipur (Crafts and Folk Arts) in 2015, Varanasi and Chennai
(Creative city of Music) in 2015 and 2017 respectively have so far been
recognised as members of the UCCN for creative cities.

UNESCO Creative Cities Network (UCCN)
 The UNESCO Creative Cities Network (UCCN) was created in 2004 to
promote cooperation with and among cities that have identi ied creativity
as a strategic factor for sustainable urban development.
 The 246 cities which currently make up this network work together towards
a common objective: placing creativity and cultural industries at the heart of
their development plans at the local level and cooperating actively at the
international level.
 The network involves folk art, media, ilm, literature, design,
gastronomy and media arts.

13.2 KASHI VISHWANATH TEMPLE CORRIDOR PROJECT
Context:


Prime Minister Narendra Modi will inaugurate the Kashi Vishwanath Temple
Corridor project on December 13 in Varanasi, his parliamentary constituency,
alongside families of those who had been displaced due to the project.

Kashi Vishwanath Temple Corridor project
 Prime Minister Narendra Modi had laid the foundation of over ₹900 croreproject in March 2019.
 The project connects the temple with the ghats of the Ganga, with a paved
walkway around 320 metres long and 20 metres wide.
 It will also have facilities for a museum, library, a facilitation centre for
pilgrims and a Mumuksha Bhawan (salvation house).
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 The temple stands on the western bank of the holy river Ganga , and is one
of the twelve Jyotirlingas, the holiest of Shiva temples.
 A massive auditorium for gatherings, meetings and temple functions.
 All these facilities are being built to handle the massive footfall of pilgrims in
Varanasi, also known as Banaras or Kashi.
 The project has been designed by Bimal Patel, the same architect who is in
charge of the Central Vista redevelopment in New Delhi.

13.3 REVERSING PARALYSIS IN HUMAN
Context:


US scientists have developed a new form of drug that promotes the regeneration
of cells and reversed paralysis in mice with spinal injuries, allowing them to
walk again within four weeks of treatment

Reversing paralysis
 Curing paralysis is a longstanding goal of medicine, and other cutting-edge
research in the ield includes experimental treatments using stem cells to
make new neurons (nerve cells), gene therapy that tells the body to
produce certain proteins to aid nerve repair, or injecting proteins.
 Team used nano ibers to mimic the architecture of the "extracellular
matrix" - a naturally occurring network of molecules surrounding tissue that
is responsible for supporting cells.
 Each iber is about 10,000 times narrower than a human hair, and they are
made up of hundreds of thousands of bioactive molecules called peptides
that transmit signals to promote nerve regeneration.
 The therapy was injected as a gel into tissue surrounding the spinal cords
of lab mice 24 hours after an incision was made in their spines.
 Four weeks later, mice who received the treatment regained their ability to
walk almost as well as before the injury. Those left untreated did not.
 The mice were then put down to examine the impacts of the therapy on the
cellular level, and the team found dramatic improvements to the spinal
cords.
 The severed extensions of neurons called axons regenerated, and scar tissue
that can act as a physical barrier to regeneration was signi icantly
diminished.
 A key discovery by the team was that creating a certain mutation in the
molecules intensi ied their collective motion and heightened their
ef icacy.
 Increasing the motion of the therapeutic molecules within the
nano ibers helps connect them more eﬀectively with their moving
targets.
 The gel developed by the scientists is the irst of its kind, but could usher in a
new generation of medicines known as "supramolecular drugs," because the
therapy is an assembly of many molecules rather than a single molecule
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13.4 YAKSHA FROM PITALKHORA
Context:


The name of the artist who had created works of art, say a sculpture, usually
remained unknown; for, often the sculpture contained no signature, and no
other source provided any information about the sculptor. A unique exception to
this common phenomena is the so-called ‘Yaksha from Pitalkhora’

‘Yaksha from Pitalkhora’
 What is unique about the sculpture is that it bears an inscription in Brahmi
script of c. 2nd century BCE on the back of the palm of the right hand of
the work. It reads, “Kanhadaasena hiramkaarena kataa” or ‘made by
Kanhadasa, a goldsmith’.
 This text is unanimously considered as the artist’s signature and so, all
scholars had agreed that the work was carved by Kanhadasa.
 Further, a vihara (monastery) at Pitalkhora contains a badly damaged
relief, which shows a horse along with a few other igures.
 It contains an inscription that reads, “Done by Kanha, the son of Samasa of
Dhenukaakata.”
 Another Buddhist chaitya at Kondane in Raigad district, Maharashtra,
contains a large male igure with an inscription that reads, “Made by
Balaka, the pupil of Kanha”.
 These three works make it clear that Kanha was a great master sculptor and
trained many students, including Kanhadasa and Balaka.

13.5 HABIBGANJ RAILWAY STATION RENAMED AFTER GOND QUEEN
RANI KAMLAPATI
Context:


The "most modern" Habibganj railway station in Bhopal has been renamed after
Gond queen Rani Kamlapati, Madhya Pradesh Chief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhansaid and thanked Prime Minister Narendra Modi for this decision.

Who was Rani Kamlapati?
 Rani Kamlapati, the Gond queen of the region in the 18th century, was the
widow of Ginnorgarh's chief, Gond ruler Nizam Shah.
 Rani Kamlapati (or Kamlavati) was one of Nizam Shah's seven wives and
daughter of Chaudhari Kirpa-Ramchandra. Queen was well-known for her
beauty and abilities and was often praised.
 According to reports, she built the seven-storey 'Kamlapati Palace', which
presently serves as an ASI-protected monument and overlooks the Upper
and Lower Lakes.
 Rani Kamlapati Palace is a secular architecture of the 18th century built
of Lakhauri bricks, cusped arches over crumpled pillars. The merlons
are shaped as water lotuses honouring the name of the Queen.
 According to Gond tale, she avenged her husband's death by killing Alam
Shah, Nizam Shah's nephew. Alam Shah had poisoned his uncle.
 Nizam Shah was poisoned to death by his nephew, the Raja of Chainpur -Bari,
Alam Shah (also known as Chain Shah), who wanted to marry Kamlapati.
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 Dost Mohammad Khan was oﬀered a hundred thousand rupees by Kamlapati
to safeguard her dignity and kingdom, as well as to avenge her husband's
death.
 Khan accepted the oﬀer, and Kamlapati tied rakhi on his wrist. Khan led an
Afghan and Gond army to ight and assassinate Alam Shah. The realm of the
deceased king was annexed by Kamlapati.
 However, later Queen lacked a hundred thousand rupees, so she paid him
half the amount and gave the rest to the village of Bhopal. Khan was also
named the administrator of Kamlapati's state, thereby making him the head
of the little Gond kingdom.
 According to the history of the palace, Queen Kamlapati died of suicide by
jumping into the lake in 1723.
 With more than a 1.2 crore population, the Gond community is one of the
largest tribal groups in India. Linguistically, the Gonds belong to the
GondiManda subgroup of the South Central branch of the Dravidian
language family.

13.6 KARTARPUR CORRIDOR
Context:


The Kartarpur Sahib Corridor -- the road to Darbar Sahib Kartarpur in Pakistan - will reopen, two days before the birth anniversary of Guru Nanak, Union Home
Minister Amit Shah, saying the decision will bene it a large number of Sikh
pilgrims.

Kartarpur
 Kartarpur marks the most signi icant and constructive phase in the life of
Guru Nanak Dev. It was here on the banks of the river Ravi that he laid the
foundations of a new faith in a commune he set up.
 Guru Nanak believed the supreme purpose of human life is to gain
enlightenment or a state of union with God. It was at Kartarpur that he taught
his followers the way to liberation by practising it.
 At Kartarpur, Guru Nanak practised what he preached—“naam japo, kirrt
karo, wand chhako (worship, work, and share)” — as the path to
liberation.
 Besides ‘kirtan’ (praise of God), Nanak also introduced his followers to
‘katha’, exposition of his composition or other issues.
 It was at Kartarpur that Nanak started the concept of ‘langar’, a community
meal prepared in a community kitchen where everyone would sit on the
loor and eat together regardless of their social background.
 The distinctive feature of SIkh identity — Service before Self — was
formulated by Guru Nanak at Kartarpur.
 Nanak preached that every human being, regardless of his family, caste,
creed or gender, can attain liberation by following the three principles of
work, worship and sharing. His programme was of universal liberation and
redemption.
 It was at Kartarpur that Nanak gave the three Gs — Gurdwara, the
Granth, and the Guru himself — that underpin the Sikh faith
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13.7 TELANGANA'S POCHAMPALLY RECOGNISED BY UNWTO
Context:


Pochampally village in Telangana was declared as one of the best tourism
villages in the world by the United Nations World Tourism Organization
(UNWTO).

UNWTO's Best Tourism Villages
 The UNWTO's Best Tourism Villages Pilot initiative aims to recognise and
reward villages that are great examples of rural tourism and
demonstrate best practices in each of the nine evaluation areas.
 It also intends to help villages increase their rural tourism potential by
providing training and access to improvement possibilities.
 The Ministry of Tourism has suggested three villages for India's entry into
the UNWTO Best Tourism Village competition. Kongthong in Meghalaya,
Ladhpura Khas in Madhya Pradesh, and Pochampally in Telangana were
the locations.
 The United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) presented
Pochampally with an award. Pochampally is a town in the Nalgonda
district of Telangana, 50 kilometres from Hyderabad, and is known as the
Silk City of India because of the gorgeous sarees woven in a distinctive
design known as Ikat. Pochampally Ikat was designated as a Geographical
Indicator (GI Status) in 2004.

Pochampally Ikat
 Pochampally is a well known Cotton and Silk Ikat weaving centre in Telagana
State, located just 50 km from Hyderabad.
 The colours of Pochampalli Ikat fabrics are mesmerizing and even more
astonishing is the simple method they use to produce bold geometrical
designs of lowers, birds and animal pattern.
 The technique of Ikat weaving, which requires true precision and skill, is
believed to be brought in the town of Pochampally from Chirala where it is
locally called as chit-ku.
 Characterized by their bold, geometrical motifs, in red, black and white,
they were used in as loincloths, lungis or turbans.
 In the 1930's they were exported in large numbers to Burma, the Middle East
and East Africa where they were known as Asia Rumals. In the 60's,
weavers of Pochampalli started weaving sarees initially on cotton and then
silk was introduced
 The materials used for their weaving are diﬀerent counts of twisted cotton
yarns, silk yarns and zari depending upon the quality of the fabric.
 Ikat is a weaving style that employs resist dyeing technique to impart
colors to the yarns before their interlacement. The fabric woven in this
technique shows a feathered and hazy pattern which is a wonderful classic in
its own way.
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